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INTERPERSONAL MUSICAL ENTRAINMENT—TEMPORAL

synchronization and coordination between individuals
in musical contexts—is a ubiquitous phenomenon
related to music’s social functions of promoting group
bonding and cohesion. Mechanisms other than sensori-
motor synchronization are rarely discussed, while little is
known about cultural variability or about how and why
entrainment has social effects. In order to close these
gaps, we propose a new model that distinguishes
between different components of interpersonal entrain-
ment: sensorimotor synchronization—a largely auto-
matic process manifested especially with rhythms
based on periodicities in the 100–2000 ms timescale—
and coordination, extending over longer timescales and
more accessible to conscious control. We review the state
of the art in measuring these processes, mostly from the
perspective of action production, and in so doing present
the first cross-cultural comparisons between interper-
sonal entrainment in natural musical performances, with
an exploratory analysis that identifies factors that may
influence interpersonal synchronization in music. Build-
ing on this analysis we advance hypotheses regarding the
relationship of these features to neurophysiological,
social, and cultural processes. We propose a model
encompassing both synchronization and coordination
processes and the relationship between them, the role
of culturally shared knowledge, and of connections
between entrainment and social processes.
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Key words: entrainment, sensorimotor synchroniza-
tion, interpersonal coordination, cross-cultural,
ethnomusicology

E NTRAINMENT DESCRIBES THE TEMPORAL

dynamics of interacting rhythmic systems. The
essence of interpersonal musical entrainment

(IME) is the interaction and coordination of human
beings mediated by sound and movement. Although
interpersonal entrainment has been studied in various
contexts including conversation (Richardson, Dale, &
Shockley, 2008; Shockley, Santana, & Fowler, 2003),
spontaneous clapping (Néda, Ravasz, Brechet, Vicsek,
& Barabási, 2000), and sports (Cohen et al., 2010),
music is an important focus for this study since it
affords forms of coordination that are particularly pre-
cise, complex, periodic, and flexible, and that appear to
be essential to social or ritual events that participants
find richly and intensely meaningful (Clayton et al.,
2005). Music and dance are important contexts in which
the potential of interpersonal entrainment to generate
affect and reinforce social bonds is exploited to the full-
est degree. Understanding the processes underlying this
phenomenon and the ways in which this coordination
might vary cross-culturally is vital to advance under-
standing of interpersonal human coordination and col-
laborative action in general.1

The aim of this paper is to present analyses of inter-
personal musical entrainment considering a range of
musical and cultural factors, and in the final section to
present a new model of IME that compares and contrasts
two distinct components, labeled here synchronization
and coordination. By sensorimotor synchronization
(SMS) we refer to a largely automatic process of tempo-
ral alignment manifested especially with periodic

1 The following abbreviations are used in this article: ADAM
(ADaptation and Anticipation Model), BPS (Beat Perception and
Synchronization), CRQA (Cross-Recurrence Quantification Analysis),
CWT (Cross-Wavelet Transform), DAT (Dynamic Attending Theory),
ES (Event Synchronization), IEMP (Interpersonal Entrainment in
Music Performance, the title of the research project enabling this
research), IME (Interpersonal Musical Entrainment), IOI (Interonset
Interval); OF (Optical Flow), ROI (Region of Interest); SET (Scalar
Expectancy Theory), SMS (Sensorimotor Synchronization), and WT
(Wavelet Transform). The following abbreviations refer to these
individual corpora analyzed in the section Measuring Entrainment in
Musical Ensembles: NIR (North Indian Raga), UC (Uruguayan
Candombe), MJ (Malian Jembe), CSS (Cuban Son and Salsa), TS
(Tunisian Stambeli), ESQ (European String Quartet).
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rhythms in the 100–2000 ms timescale; by coordination,
we point to a separate process of structural alignment of
individual parts, which extends over longer timescales
and is more accessible to conscious appraisal and con-
trol. Synchronization (SMS) is the subject of a consider-
able body of literature, much of it based on experimental
tapping studies (Repp, 2005; Repp & Su, 2013). Coordi-
nation is also the subject of a significant body of writ-
ing—although the phenomenon is less consistently
named—for example, in studies of coordinated body
movements (Clayton, 2007b; Eerola, Jakubowski,
Moran, Keller, & Clayton, 2018; Ginsborg & King,
2009; Williamon & Davidson, 2002). Past studies have
either concentrated on one or the other exclusively or
have considered both without drawing attention to the
distinction: few have considered both components or
explored their relationship (see e.g., Bishop & Goebl
2017; Keller, 2014; Ragert, Schroeder, & Keller 2013).
Building on the foundation of past research, we draw
out the distinctions between these phenomena much
more explicitly. We propose that doing so, and beginning
to explore the relationship between the two components,
brings greater clarity to the study of IME.

The work of bringing the complementary compo-
nents of synchronization and coordination together is
necessarily an interdisciplinary endeavor, since different
disciplines have focused to a greater extent on one or the
other. SMS clearly lies within the purview of experimen-
tal psychology, relating as it does to topics such as time
perception and motor control. Although individuals
synchronize with each other in dyads and larger groups,
much of the literature analyzes individuals responding
to pacing signals (Repp, 2005; Repp & Su, 2013): this
focus is carried through into descriptions of musical
entrainment that assume a single listener entraining to
a musical stimulus, rather than a group of individuals
mutually adjusting in a social context. The phenomenon
we term coordination concerns the management of per-
formance and shared understanding of musical struc-
ture and process and is often the topic of conscious
control and explicit negotiation between individuals.
While also of interest to psychology in discussion of
topics such as prosociality and entitativity, and more
broadly under the rubric joint action (Cirelli, Einarson,
& Trainor, 2014; Keller, 2008; Keller & Appel, 2010;
Kirschner & Tomasello, 2010; Wiltermuth & Heath,
2009), coordination also attracts interest from anthro-
pologists, sociologists, and ethnomusicologists—disci-
plines more concerned with social processes. As we
will demonstrate, the relationship between synchroni-
zation and coordination is not always dichotomous:
indeed, we argue that a thorough understanding of IME

depends on consideration of both and of their interre-
lationship. One of the contributions we aim to make is
to avoid the reduction of IME, a complex and multi-
layered phenomenon, to SMS: if we assume that the
demonstrated prosocial and bonding effects of entrain-
ment are to be explained purely in terms of synchroni-
zation dynamics, for example, we may entirely miss
a vital component of the process.

If these two components of our model have different
disciplinary foundations, this carries through into dif-
ferent approaches to data collection and analysis. SMS
has long been studied using time series data, whether
from tapping experiments or extracted from audio per-
formance recordings. Different analysis methods may
be preferred depending on whether a linear or nonlin-
ear mechanism is assumed—asynchrony measures vs
phase analysis—but for most purposes these two
approaches would produce analogous results. It is less
clear from the literature how to analyze the longer-
scale processes of coordination through which musical
structures are aligned. Since coordination seems often
to be manifested in coordinated movement, however,
previous studies provide some precedents as to how
this may be achieved using time-series data derived
from video or motion capture data (Clayton, Jakubow-
ski, & Eerola 2019; D’Ausilio et al., 2012; Eerola et al.,
2018; Glowinski, Badino, Ausilio, Camurri, & Fadiga,
2012; Glowinski et al., 2013; Jakubowski et al., 2017).
In the comparative data analysis we present in the
section Measuring Entrainment in Musical Ensembles
of this paper, synchronization is studied using an
asynchrony-based approach pioneered by Rasch in the
1980s: the novelty of our analysis is in applying this
method to diverse corpora, increasing the reproduc-
ibility of onset detection and comparing six very dif-
ferent musical traditions. Our coordination analysis
deploys cross-wavelet transform (CWT) analysis on
performance videos to explore the hypothesis that per-
former movements become more coordinated around
musical points of change.

We aim, then, to explore empirically these two com-
ponents of IME—synchronization and coordination—
in diverse musical genres. We explore the distinction
and its phenomenal, mechanistic, and sociological ori-
gins. We compare and contrast these two ideas, which
are presented as dichotomous for historical and rhetor-
ical reasons, with the ultimate aim of transcending the
simple dichotomy and creating a nuanced model that
bridges the dimensions of timescale, methodological
approach, and disciplinary focus. We explicitly compare
the music of different cultures in order to begin to
explore what role ‘‘culture’’ may play in IME. We carry
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this study out with explicit reference also to distinct
disciplinary histories, bringing those intellectual trajec-
tories into contact with the aim of fostering interdisci-
plinary cooperation (Jacoby et al., 2020).

In the next section, we review literature relating to
core aspects of IME, especially as they relate to musical
performance. Following an introduction to the topic in
the section Background and Operational Definitions, the
section Foundations of Musical Entrainment addresses
IME’s foundations from evolution and development
through neuroscience and physiology before summariz-
ing existing models of synchronization; the section
Social and Cultural Dimensions of Musical Entrainment
addresses social and cultural aspects of IME and dis-
cusses the role they should play in an expanded model
of IME. We argue: a) that entrainment in musical con-
texts is an important component of interpersonal coor-
dination in general; and b) that the diversity of such
contexts means that in order to advance understanding,
the phenomenon needs to be studied cross-culturally
and its relationship to other social and cultural pro-
cesses explored. We then outline measures of interper-
sonal entrainment in musical production (derived from
both auditory and visual data, section Measuring IME).
Using asynchrony calculations of a large and diverse
collection, we present the first published cross-cultural
summary and comparison of the synchronization
between co-performers and explore the factors that
account for variation in this data (section Interpersonal
Synchronization in Music Ensembles: Onset-based Com-
parative Analysis). We also explore movement coordi-
nation between performers, using video data, in another
novel cross-cultural analysis (section Interpersonal
Coordination in Music Ensembles: Continuous Data
From Ancillary Movements). Through these exemplar
analyses we help to clarify which aspects of IME may
be culturally variable, and which may vary little or not at
all with culture. Finally, in the section Models and Pre-
dictions we conceptually model the relationship of these
features to neurophysiological, social, and cultural pro-
cesses, significantly expanding existing models of IME.
We discuss influential existing models of IME, before
setting out our own model, one that explicitly separates
out synchronization and coordination, gives greater
prominence and more detailed explanations of pro-
cesses taking place over longer timescales than SMS,
and considers which aspects of entrainment depend
on culturally shared knowledge and how entrainment
is socially significant. The paper thus contributes to the
understanding of human coordination and cooperation,
and to the study of cross-cultural variation in social
behavior and artistic expression.

Since this work builds on past research across distinct
disciplinary traditions, the first task of this paper is to
set out this background through a critical review of the
relevant literatures, which comprises approximately
a third of the paper. Readers familiar with some or all
of these areas may of course choose to navigate other
routes through the material and refer back to the review
section selectively. The third section of this paper
includes a short overview of methods for studying IME
before presenting comparative analyses of synchroniza-
tion and coordination, before our model is laid out in
the final section.

Review: Interpersonal Musical Entrainment

Background and Operational Definitions

INTERPERSONAL ENTRAINMENT

Studies of interpersonal entrainment were pioneered
(albeit without using this term) by Condon in the
1960s, using manual annotation of films of individuals
interacting socially. Condon claimed on this basis to
have observed pervasive interpersonal synchrony
between humans engaged in natural conversational
interactions (Condon & Ogston, 1971), and also
pointed to deficits in synchronization associated with
certain pathologies such as autism (Condon, 1985).
Advances in technology made less labor intensive
methods viable, which have been exploited increasingly
since the 1990s. For example, a number of studies by
Schmidt, Richardson, and colleagues developed a set of
ingenious methods to explore interpersonal synchrony
in conversational interactions, such as asking partici-
pants to swing weighted pendulums or to sit in rocking
chairs (e.g., Richardson, Marsh, Isenhower, Goodman,
& Schmidt, 2008; Schmidt et al., 2007). These interven-
tions allowed researchers to carry out experimental
research by varying factors including the weight of the
pendulums and the amount of visual information avail-
able to participants, an approach that has included
study of impairments in social interaction (e.g., Fitzpa-
trick et al., 2016).

While research on the dynamics of interpersonal
entrainment (how tightly and under what conditions
people synchronize with each other) has expanded
over recent years, others have focused more on the
possible motivations and effects of interpersonal
entrainment. The historian William McNeill (1995)
published a seminal account of the role of coordinated
movement—dance and drill—in human history. Evo-
lutionary anthropologists have discussed the possible
importance of synchronized action and chorusing in
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the emergence of music as well as its wider impact on
human development (Merker, 2000; Mithen, 2005;
Tomlinson, 2015). Dunbar and colleagues argue, for
instance, that synchronous behaviors cause the release
of neurohormones that influence social bonding—
allowing humans to form affiliations more efficiently,
and over larger social groups, than other primates
(Launay et al., 2016).

The Durkheimian tradition in sociology and anthro-
pology makes a parallel argument for the importance of
ritualized behavior, including synchronized action, in
the development of social bonds, institutions, belief sys-
tems, and moral codes (Collins, 2004; Durkheim, 1912/
1995). Empirical work drawing on this tradition has
explored the social efficacy of rituals with specific ref-
erence to the occurrence of interpersonal synchrony:
Fischer, Callander, Reddish, and Bulbulia (2013) found
that in a comparison between diverse activities, ‘‘rituals
with synchronous body movements were more likely to
enhance prosocial attitudes,’’ with sacred values medi-
ating the effect of synchronization (p. 115).

Interpersonal coordination has been investigated in
the field of experimental psychology by researchers con-
cerned with joint action; that is, human behavior that
involves multiple individuals coordinating their
thoughts and movements in space and time, with the
goal to communicate (Clark, 1996) or to effect a change
in the environment (Sebanz, Bekkering, & Knoblich,
2006). Pioneering laboratory studies of joint action
examined how co-acting individuals mentally represent
each other’s role when sharing a task (Sebanz, Knoblich,
& Prinz, 2005). Extensions of this work have focused on
how using one’s own sensorimotor system to simulate
a co-actor’s actions facilitates interpersonal coordina-
tion by allowing one individual to predict another’s
upcoming actions in real time (Sebanz & Knoblich,
2009). Related theoretical work has sought to under-
stand the relationship between shared task representa-
tions, action simulation, and basic mechanisms of
entrainment in order to account for a range of inten-
tional and unintentional forms of interpersonal coordi-
nation (Knoblich & Sebanz, 2008; Knoblich, Butterfill,
& Sebanz, 2011).

In summary, the related ideas that the widely distrib-
uted capacity of human beings to coordinate actions in
time have played an important part in: 1) human evo-
lution; 2) the development of social institutions and the
formation of social groups; as well as 3) the shared
emotional lives of human societies, have been aired in
various forms and in various academic disciplines over
many decades—even in the absence of sustained
engagement between those disciplines. Relating

empirical study of the dynamics of IME, such as it exists,
to anthropological or sociological perspectives on inter-
personal coordination and social bonding, remains a sig-
nificant challenge, while virtually nothing is known
about the cultural variability of IME. This paper aims
to advance our theoretical models in these areas.

INTERPERSONAL ENTRAINMENT IN MUSIC

Music is undoubtedly a fruitful area in which to inves-
tigate interpersonal entrainment. Music performance
involves the temporal coordination of movements
between individuals, in ways that are often more com-
plex or more precise than interpersonal coordination in
other social situations. The fact that different indivi-
duals can each produce different traces in sound and
movement means that in many cases, IME can be stud-
ied on the basis of normal music-producing behavior
without the need for experimental interventions
(D’Ausilio, Novembre, Fadiga, & Keller, 2015). How-
ever, interest in this topic amongst musicologists has
been slow to build. In ethnomusicology a number of
seminal studies have pointed to the importance of the
phenomenon, without making significant break-
throughs. Lomax’s (1968) Cantometrics project, for
instance, takes the ‘‘fusion’’ or ‘‘cohesiveness’’ between
different parts in an ensemble as a key cross-cultural
comparator: he wrote explicitly of Condon’s approach
and its potential applicability to song performance.
Blacking (1977, 1981), building on the Durkheimian
tradition and anticipating later work on embodiment,
wrote of the importance of synchronized movement in
musical performance in his work on the anthropology
of the body, again without developing a methodology
for its study.

Empirical studies of musical synchronization were
pioneered by Rasch (1979, 1988), working from record-
ings of Western classical trios, who devised measures for
the estimation of synchronization between players (see
section Measuring Entrainment in Musical Ensembles).
Friberg and Sundström (2002) used jazz recordings to
analyze the relationship between soloist and ride cym-
bal, while Schögler’s analysis (1999) of jazz duets
explored the relationship between timing coordination
and the overall flow of performances. Keil developed
a theory of ‘‘participatory discrepancies.’’ For Keil, the
small differences in timing (asynchronies) between
individuals were crucial in giving life to a performance
(1987/1994, 1995; related empirical studies are Alén,
1995; Butterfield, 2010; Prögler, 1995). The relationship
between asynchrony and aesthetic preference was
explored by Senn et al. (2016), whose findings did not
support Keil’s theory, since in a set of rhythm section
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recordings, those using the original timings from pro-
fessional performances and those with the asynchronies
eliminated were rated equally highly for ‘‘groove.’’ Clay-
ton et al. (2005) integrated the ethnomusicological tra-
dition of Blacking, Keil and others with application of
empirical analysis informed by entrainment theory.
Subsequent empirical studies of interpersonal entrain-
ment in musical performance have explored the use of
visual information to track coordination between musi-
cians (Clayton, 2007b) and integrated the analysis of
entrainment between musicians with ethnographic
study of group dynamics in jazz ensembles (Doffman,
2013) and Cuban dance groups (Poole, 2012). Lucas,
Clayton, and Leante (2011) explored the dynamics of
entrainment between distinct musical groups in an
Afro-Brazilian ritual tradition.

In parallel with this work, a large body of research has
explored the process of sensorimotor synchronization
using laboratory tasks that require individuals to move
in synchrony with a perceived stimulus, such as tapping
along to a periodic, auditory sequence or the beat of
a piece of music (for an overview see Repp, 2005, and
Repp & Su, 2013). Another common approach has been
to explore coordination and joint action in musical
ensembles within experimental paradigms (Glowinski

et al., 2013; Keller, 2008, 2014; Varni, Volpe, & Camurri,
2010). Until now, however, we lack a broader overview
and model of IME: what it is, the mechanisms and
timescale involved, what differences exist between IME
in different cultures and musical genres, and how they
may be accounted for.

For the purposes of this paper, IME refers to the
temporal coordination between co-performers (per-
ceptual factors in non-performers are considered in
this literature review but do not form part of our model
at this stage; bodily movement of musicians is consid-
ered, although full consideration of dance is deferred).
IME is manifested on a number of different levels,
from the phenomenon of different individuals sound-
ing instruments (or clapping along or shifting their
weight in dance) at the same time, to the alignment
of metrical and phrase structures, to coordinated tran-
sitions between pieces or sections. We propose in this
paper a distinction between alignment at short time-
scales based on a process of sensorimotor synchroni-
zation, and coordination at larger timescales, which is
more dependent on conscious decision-making and
negotiation. For reference, in Table 1 we define some
of the key terms in musical entrainment, as a key to the
discussion that follows.

TABLE 1. Operational Definitions of Relevant Terms in Discussing Interpersonal Musical Entrainment, as Employed in This Paper

Term Operational definition

Interonset Interval (IOI) Duration between the attack points of two successive auditory events
Rhythm A sequence of auditory event durations or inter-onset intervals
Beat A regular/repeated pulse that is abstracted from (and not necessarily perceptually present in) the

rhythmical surface. Multiple beat levels combine to form a meter. Typically in the IOI range 250-
2000 ms.

Subdivision A fast regular/repeated pulse that is abstracted from the rhythmical surface, which subdivides the
slower ‘‘beat.’’ Typically in the IOI range 100-250 ms.

Meter A hierarchical structure, comprising two or more levels, into which beats and beat subdivisions are
organized

(Metrical) cycle A periodically repeating pattern comprising a hierarchical arrangement of beats on more than one
level. Actual musical events or rhythmic patterns do not need to repeat periodically for a periodic
metrical cycle to be inferred, although they may do so.

Metrical position Location within the metrical hierarchy, i.e. beat or subdivision number.
Tactus The beat level which is most comfortable to tap along to. Typically in the IOI range 350-700 ms.
Tempo The perceived speed of the music, usually calculated as the frequency of the tactus (beats per minute).
Event density The number of musical events (e.g., note onsets) occurring per unit of time.
Entrainment The interaction of autonomous rhythmic (oscillatory) processes, often resulting in their

synchronization.
Sensorimotor

synchronization
(SMS)

‘‘[T]he rhythmic coordination of perception and action’’ (Repp, 2005). In a musical context, the
process by which musicians use sensory input in order to synchronize with co-performers.

Coordination Coordination can mean any process enabling medium and long-term musical processes (roughly > 2
s) to be or remain temporally aligned. This can include the cueing of transitions and the use of
mutual attention and coordinated body movement to manage changes or reaffirm a shared
understanding of the musical structure.

Non-isochrony A regular pattern of unequal time intervals (usually at beat or subdivision levels).
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FOUNDATIONS OF MUSICAL ENTRAINMENT

Evolution and Development. Although the cultural value
placed on music making, and the variety of temporal
patterns used in music may be uniquely human, exam-
ples of entrainment to rhythmic, periodic stimuli have
been reported in several non-human species.2 Several of
these studies have also demonstrated that data collected
from animal subjects can be explained using mathemat-
ical models that have previously been applied in studies
of human entrainment, including the generalized
Weber’s law and a coupled oscillator model (Garcı́a-
Garibay, Cadena-Valencia, Merchant, & de Lafuente,
2016; Rouse, Cook, Large, & Reichmuth, 2016; see the
review section Models of Synchronization and Beat Per-
ception for more on entrainment models). Initial find-
ings in this research area, in particular on cockatoos and
other parrots, led to the proposal that the ability to
entrain to a beat is related to vocal mimicry capacity
(Patel, 2006; Schachner, 2010), although the phyloge-
netic diversity of animals that have since shown evi-
dence of entrained behavior may now suggest
otherwise. A theoretical account that has more recently
gained traction is that beat-matching and synchroniza-
tion abilities share a common origin in general entrain-
ment mechanisms and signaling behaviors that are
widely distributed across the animal kingdom (Bisp-
ham, 2006; Merker, Madison, & Eckerdal, 2009;
Phillips-Silver, Aktipis, & Bryant, 2010; Wilson & Cook,
2016), but vary in their accuracy and flexibility due to
cross-species differences in motor control, perceptual
abilities, cognitive and emotional factors such as atten-
tion, and the strength of coupling between the auditory
and motor systems (Kotz, Ravignani, & Fitch, 2018;
Merchant & Honing, 2014; Wilson & Cook, 2016).

In regard specifically to human musical entrain-
ment, various prerequisite abilities are present from
an early stage of development. Winkler, Háden, Ladi-
nig, Sziller, and Honing (2009) found that newborn
infants were sensitive to omissions of downbeats from
isochronous rhythmic patterns and thus suggested that

musical beat perception is innate. Phillips-Silver and
Trainor (2005) found that bouncing 7-month-old
infants to a binary or ternary beat when listening to
an ambiguous auditory rhythm influences subsequent
preferences towards a version of the rhythm contain-
ing accentuations that match the metrical interpreta-
tion to which the infant has been bounced. This
suggests that the ability to retain metrical information
and, specifically, to integrate motor and/or vestibular
information with auditory rhythms is present from an
early developmental stage. Zentner and Eerola (2010)
found that 5- to 24-month-old infants demonstrated
more spontaneous rhythmic movement to music and
musical rhythms than speech, with evidence of tempo
sensitivity (movements became faster with increasing
tempo) although the absolute periods of the music and
movements did not reliably match. It appears the abil-
ity to overtly synchronize motor responses to a musical
beat requires a more refined degree of motor control
that emerges around age 2 (Eerola, Luck, & Toiviainen,
2006, Kirschner & Tomasello 2009). In general, syn-
chronization accuracy and the range of musical tempi
to which one can accurately synchronize have both
been shown to increase throughout childhood (Drake,
Jones, & Baruch, 2000; McAuley, Jones, Holub, John-
ston, & Miller, 2006).

SENSORIMOTOR SYNCHRONIZATION (SMS)

Basic psychological processes that underpin musical
entrainment have been interrogated in laboratory stud-
ies of SMS. The processes of interest allow an individual
to perceive the rhythm of an external sequence of
events, to anticipate the timing of upcoming events
based on this rhythm, to produce rhythmic movement,
and to align the timing of these produced movements
with events in the external sequence. SMS studies have
generally sought to understand how these processes
combine to determine the accuracy and precision of
SMS in tasks that require an individual to synchronize
simple movements (finger taps, drum strikes, or limb
oscillations) with repetitive events in auditory, visual, or
multimodal (e.g., audio-visual) pacing sequences (Repp,
2005; Repp & Su, 2013). Performance on such tasks can
be quantified by measuring the phase relationship (or
temporal alignment) between each movement and its
corresponding pacing event, as well as the degree to
which the period (or interval) of time between succes-
sive movements matches the intervals demarcated by
pacing events. SMS accuracy is high to the extent that
errors in phase (asynchronies) and period (tempo) are
low, while precision is high to the extent that asynchro-
nies and tempo remain constant over time.

2 These include evidence of quite reliable and flexible entrainment in
a sea lion (Cook, Rouse, Wilson, & Reichmuth, 2013; Rouse et al., 2016),
entrainment to complex musical stimuli in sulphur-crested cockatoos
(Patel, Iversen, Bregman, & Schulz, 2009) and African grey parrots
(Schachner, Brady, Pepperberg, & Hauser, 2009), synchronization to
simple isochronous stimuli in budgerigars (Hasegawa, Okanoya,
Hasegawa, & Seki, 2011), a bonobo (Large & Gray, 2015), a chimpanzee
(Hattori, Tomonaga, & Matsuzawa, 2013), and rhesus monkeys (Zarco,
Merchant, Prado, & Mendez, 2009), spontaneous synchronization of
button-pressing movements in pairs of macaques (Nagasaka, Chao,
Hasegawa, Notoya, & Fujii, 2013), and preliminary evidence for
entrainment in horses (Bregman, Iversen, Lichman, Reinhart, & Patel,
2013).
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Laboratory studies have identified several factors that
affect SMS performance, including the modality of the
external pacing sequence, tempo (musical speed), and
an individual’s musical expertise. SMS is typically more
accurate and precise with auditory than visual stimuli
for sequences of discrete events, but this does not nec-
essarily hold for continuous stimuli (Hove, Fairhurst,
Kotz, & Keller, 2013; Repp, 2003). With regard to tempo,
accurate and precise SMS with auditory pacing
sequences is possible at IOIs in the 100–1800 ms range
(600–33 BPM), with synchronization at fast extremes
requiring biomechanical constraints on repetitive
movement to be overcome by using alternating fingers,
arms, or feet (Repp, 2006). Individual pacing events are
difficult to distinguish at faster tempi and the timing of
events is difficult to predict at slower tempi falling out-
side this range. Trained musicians may, however, benefit
from relatively fine temporal acuity at the fast end and
from compensatory task strategies such as mental sub-
division at extremely slow tempi. Music training is gen-
erally associated with superior SMS performance.
Highly trained musicians are able to limit the variability
of asynchronies to about 2% of the pacing IOI, while
variability in untrained individuals is typically at least
twice as large as this (Repp, 2005).

The sources of individual differences in SMS perfor-
mance have been investigated in studies exploring mod-
els that correct for phase and period errors, as well as in
brain imaging studies examining the neural correlates of
SMS and work on SMS in naturalistic musical contexts.
Modeling studies have sought to determine how differ-
ences in estimates of parameters representing basic SMS
mechanisms account for individuals’ behavioral SMS
performance (Mills et al., 2019; Palmer, Lidji, & Peretz,
2014; van der Steen, Jacoby, Fairhurst, & Keller, 2015).
Results of this work suggest that variance in SMS skill is
explained by combined independent contributions of
reactive error correction and predictive tempo-change
extrapolation processes. Brain imaging studies suggest
that individual differences in SMS skill may reflect the
efficiency of neural responses at early levels of auditory
processing, such as brainstem responses (Tierney &
Kraus, 2013), and the degree of connectivity between
higher-level auditory and motor cortical regions (Chen,
Penhune, & Zatorre, 2006; Halwani et al., 2011). Work
on SMS in musical contexts has addressed individuals’
abilities to keep in time with tempo changes in expres-
sive musical performances or simple tone sequences
containing gradual tempo changes resembling those
found in such performances (Pecenka & Keller, 2009a,
2011; Rankin, Large, & Fink, 2009; Repp, 2002; Schulze,
Cordes, & Vorberg, 2005). The ability to predict on-

going tempo changes is reflected in the degree to which
intertap intervals match or lag behind prior interonset
intervals. These studies indicate that the tendency to
predict tempo changes (reflected in matching more than
lagging) is positively correlated with musical experience,
and these individual differences are related to the accu-
racy and precision of synchronization with regular pac-
ing sequences and sounds produced by another
individual in tapping tasks (Pecenka & Keller, 2011).
Temporal anticipation requires relatively high-level cog-
nitive processes. Tempo change prediction is reduced
with increased attention load (Pecenka, Engel, & Keller,
2013) and individual differences in prediction are pos-
itively correlated with working memory capacity (Col-
ley, Keller, & Halpern, 2018) and auditory imagery
ability (Pecenka & Keller, 2009a, 2009b). While most
SMS research focuses on isochronous sequences, Repp,
London, and Keller (2008) explored non-isochronous
sequences, finding larger phase corrections following
longer intervals (600 ms) than after shorter (400 ms).

NEUROSCIENCE AND PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSICAL ENTRAINMENT

Research in this domain has explored the theory that
a sense of pulse and meter arise as a result of neural
oscillations resonating to the periodicities of a regular
auditory stimulus. A range of methods has been
employed, with differing strengths and limitations, to
address entrainment-related phenomena at the level of
the brain (Doelling, Assaneo, Bevilacqua, Pesaran, &
Poeppel, 2019; Lenc, Keller, Varlet, Nozaradan, 2018a,
2018b, 2019; Novembre & Iannetti, 2018; Rajendran &
Schnupp, 2019). Studies using electroencephalography
(EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) have
shown that exposure to a periodic tone sequence or
music with an isochronous beat can elicit neural activity
consistent with entrainment at matching and harmon-
ically related frequencies to the stimulus pulse (Fujioka,
Trainor, Large, & Ross, 2009, 2012; Nozaradan, Peretz,
Missal, & Mouraux, 2011; Snyder & Large, 2004, 2005;
Tierney & Kraus, 2015). In addition, neural oscillations
and modulations of power in specific frequency bands
appear to play different roles in terms of entrainment to
a musical stimulus; in particular, amplitude modula-
tions in the power of beta oscillations (15–30 Hz)
appear to be more exogenously driven by the perceived
stimulus, while periodic gamma activity (> 30 Hz) per-
sist even when a tone is omitted, suggesting a role in
endogenous anticipatory processes (Fujioka et al., 2009;
Large & Snyder, 2009; Zanto, Large, Fuch, & Kelso,
2005). Another common methodological approach,
known as ‘‘frequency-tagging,’’ measures the correspon-
dence between the frequency of a periodic auditory
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stimulus and the frequency of neural oscillations by
analyzing steady-state evoked potentials (SSEPs) from
the neural signal (see Nozaradan, 2014, for an over-
view). The frequency tagging approach has been partic-
ularly effective for exploring the range of conditions
under which neuronal activity suggestive of entrain-
ment occurs, due in part to the high signal-to-noise
ratio afforded by this method, and has also revealed
insights on the neural dynamics of audiovisual (Nozar-
adan, Peretz, & Mouraux, 2012a) and sensorimotor
(Nozaradan, Zerouali, Peretz, & Mouraux, 2015) inte-
gration. Approaches based on measuring transient
event-related potentials (ERPs) from the neural signal
have also been successfully employed in several studies,
in particular providing insights on predictive processes
and temporal expectancy (Stupacher, Witte, Hove, &
Wood, 2016; Zanto, Snyder, & Large, 2006). The mod-
ulation of neural responses via a musical beat has been
demonstrated not only at the level of cortical activity,
but also at the subcortical level of the auditory brain-
stem (Nozaradan, Schönwiesner, Caron- Desrochers, &
Lehmann, 2016; Tierney & Kraus, 2013, 2014).

In addition to the correspondence between the per-
ceptual pulse rate and neural oscillation rate, it has been
found that imagined metrical interpretations that are
not physically present in the acoustic signal can elicit
neuronal responses at the level of the imagined meter.
This has been demonstrated by comparing EEG data
from trials in which participants imagined binary vs.
ternary metrical interpretations for the same auditory
stimulus, as well as using paradigms in which different
patterns of subjective accentuation were imagined using
the same, metrically ambiguous rhythmic pattern (Bro-
chard, Abecasis, Potter, Ragot, & Drake, 2003; Iversen,
Repp, & Patel, 2009; Nozaradan et al., 2011). Beat-
related neuronal responses also still occur when the
acoustic energy of the signal is not predominant at beat
onsets, as is the case for syncopated rhythms (Nozara-
dan, Peretz, & Mouraux, 2012b; Tal et al., 2017). Thus,
neuronal entrainment to music appears to be influenced
not only by bottom-up properties of the auditory stim-
ulus, but also by top-down interpretations or abstrac-
tions of the beat that may provide additional or even
conflicting information to the perceived stimulus.

In terms of interpersonal entrainment, research using
dual-EEG recording has shown that increased coordina-
tion between pairs of participants, as measured using
hand/finger movement tasks (including tapping) requir-
ing varying levels of spontaneous and planned coordi-
nation, is associated with suppression of activity in the
alpha frequency band (neural oscillations of approxi-
mately 7–13 Hz) (Dumas, Martinerie, Soussignan, &

Nadel, 2012; Konvalinka et al., 2014; Naeem, Prasad,
Watson, & Kelso, 2012; Tognoli, Lagarde, DeGuzman,
& Kelso, 2007). The topography of patterns of activation
observed in these studies is broadly consistent with the
involvement of sources in the putative human mirror
neuron system (see Rizzolatti & Sinigaglia, 2010).
Novembre, Sammler, and Keller (2016) investigated the
interaction between synchronization and higher-level
knowledge structures (co-representation of actions and
goals) in a musical joint action paradigm with piano
duos by manipulating each of these two variables. In
accordance with previous research, they found suppres-
sion of alpha-band activity over right centro-parietal
regions in the more synchronous performance condition
and alpha enhancement in the less synchronous condi-
tion, with this difference in alpha activation levels being
amplified in the condition that favored co-
representation (pianists were familiar with one another’s
parts) as compared to the condition that did not allow
for co-representation (pianists were unfamiliar with one
another’s parts).

Some effects of expertise and individual differences
between participants on neural entrainment have also
been revealed. For instance, Doelling and Poeppel
(2015) found that musicians displayed more precise
neuronal entrainment to music, and entrainment over
a wider frequency range than nonmusicians. Tierney
and Kraus (2014) showed that participants who were
less variable in tapping during a sensorimotor synchro-
nization task also displayed decreased variability of the
auditory brainstem response in terms of phase locking
to a periodic auditory stimulus. Other work by Tierney
and Kraus (2013) has revealed correlations between
both SMS ability and years of music training with cor-
tical sensitivity to a musical beat. Research using a fre-
quency-tagging approach has shown that the amplitude
of SSEPs was positively correlated with SMS ability,
while the strength of endogenous neural activity related
to a non-perceptually present beat was positively corre-
lated with temporal prediction abilities (Nozaradan,
Peretz, & Keller, 2016). Finally, evidence of neuronal
entrainment has also been found in infants as young
as 7 months of age, although such responses appear to
be modulated by both the musical experience of the
infant and its parents (Cirelli, Spinelli, Nozaradan, &
Trainor, 2016).

Going beyond questions of entrainment at the level of
populations of neurons, the relationship between other
periodic, physiological signals (e.g., heart rate, respira-
tion rate) and musical pulse rate has been a topic of
empirical interest for decades (e.g., Diserens, 1926),
although there are still many open questions in this
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area. Some studies have reported the spontaneous adap-
tation of blood pressure, heart rate, and respiration rate
toward the tempo of musical stimuli (Bernardi et al.,
2009; Etzel, Johnsen, Dickerson, Tranel, & Adolphs,
2006; Gomez & Danuser, 2007; Haas, Distenfeld, &
Axen, 1986), although the exact mathematical relation-
ship between physiological rhythm rates and musical
tempo is not straightforward, most likely due to biolog-
ical constraints on the possible range of periodicities in
autonomic functions. Ongoing research in this area has
key implications for understanding emotional responses
to music (Juslin, 2013), the development of music ther-
apeutic interventions that aim to regulate physiology
(e.g., Ellis & Thayer, 2010; Thaut, McIntosh, & Hoem-
berg, 2015), and the investigation of the effects of music
on exercise and sporting performance (Brooks &
Brooks, 2010; Karageorghis & Terry, 2008).

AUDITORY PERCEPTUAL FACTORS IN IME

Perceptual factors may influence IME in performance
in a number of ways. First, the perceptual onset—or
p-center—is the subjective moment of occurrence of
an event, in the case of music, a percussive sound,
pitched tone, or chord onset. P-centers of musical
sounds are determined by acoustic rise time, duration,
pitch, and timbral qualities (Danielsen et al., 2019; Lon-
don et al., 2019; Rasch, 1979; Vos & Rasch, 1981).
Instrumental sounds therefore have different p-centers
to the extent that the method of sound production is
associated with differences in these physical features.
P-centers are closer to physical onsets in percussive
sounds or plucked string tones with abrupt rise times
than in bowed string or breathy wind tones with gradual
rise times. The effects of differences in p-center on the
dynamics of entrainment have been examined in SMS
studies of paced finger tapping. For example, longer rise
times of individual tones and the temporal displacement
of multiple tone onsets in chords have been found to
draw taps later in time relative to physical onset of the
tone or chord (Hove, Keller, & Krumhansl, 2007; Vos,
Mates, & van Kruysbergen, 1995). The task for ensem-
ble musicians is to align sounds based on p-centers
rather than physical onsets (Rasch, 1988).

Measurements in synchronization precision and
accuracy may be considered in relation to thresholds
for judging the temporal order of two sounds. These
are about 20 ms for steady-state tones (Hirsh, 1959) and
30 ms for musical (piano) tones (Goebl & Parncutt,
2001; see also Butterfield, 2010). The latter value is close
to the measured SD of asynchronies that have been
observed in Western classical ensemble performance,
where onset time differences often vary with the range

of around 0–30 ms and rarely exceed 50 ms (Keller &
Appel, 2010; Keller, Knoblich, & Repp, 2007; Rasch,
1988; Shaffer, 1984). This correspondence suggests that
musicians’ abilities to synchronize with one another
thus match listeners’ abilities to perceive the temporal
relations between different instrumental parts in music.

Studies on regularity in production of temporal
sequences and perceptual thresholds for detecting var-
iability in performance tempo provide indications of the
size that ensemble asynchronies would need to be in
order to be detected by a listener. The limits of temporal
regularity in production are often investigated in simple
laboratory tasks requiring self-paced finger tapping.
When the goal is to produce a regular sequence at tempi
within the comfortable range of 100-120 BPM (500–600
ms IOIs), the standard deviation of intertap intervals is
typically around 15–30 ms, that is, �3–6% of the inter-
beat interval (Madison & Merker, 2002, 2004). The pro-
portional degree of variability in production remains
constant across a range of rates relevant to the experience
of beat and metric beat subdivisions (from *150 ms to
*1500 ms), leading to an absolute increase in variabil-
ity with decreasing rate (Vorberg & Wing, 1996; Wing &
Kristofferson, 1973a, 1973b). Variability in production
corresponds with perceptual thresholds for detecting
temporal irregularity, which are around 3% or lower for
musicians and 4% or higher for nonmusicians (Friberg
& Sundberg, 1995; Madison & Merker, 2002, 2004).
Listeners therefore do not consciously detect irregular-
ities that are smaller than those that characterize pro-
duction, suggesting a close match between limits in
perception and action. The convergence of perceptual
and production limits on values around 3% of the IOI
or greater suggests that smaller asynchronies are unin-
formative regarding ensemble performers’ intentions
and may go unnoticed.

In addition, perceptual studies of expressive perfor-
mance have shown that the detection of timing devia-
tions depends on their position within the musical
structure. Detection is poorer at the end of melodic-
rhythmic groups and phrases than at the beginning or
middle of such structural units (Repp, 1999). This link
between musical structure and temporal acuity suggests
that the perception of asynchrony may also vary as
a function of position in musical structure. Specifically,
acuity in asynchrony detection may decrease at points
approaching significant melodic-rhythmic and phrase
boundaries, where in Western art music there is typi-
cally a slowing down of local tempo. In accordance with
Weber’s psychophysical law (which states that percep-
tual sensitivity to a change in some property of a stim-
ulus is inversely proportional to the physical dimensions
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of that property of the initial stimulus), asynchronies
may need to occupy a greater absolute amount of the
interbeat interval at slow than at fast rates in order to be
noticeable.

VISUAL INFORMATION AND CROSS-MODAL EFFECTS IN IME

Visual information about co-performers’ body move-
ments can also facilitate interpersonal coordination. In
general, auditory information is considered to be supe-
rior for communicating fine temporal structure (e.g.,
expressive microtiming) and discrete onset timing,
while visual information is optimally suited for commu-
nicating larger-scale spatial-temporal structures and the
continuous dynamics of events as they unfold
(MacRitchie, Varlet, & Keller, 2017). Although the visual
system has lower temporal resolution than audition
(Holcombe, 2009), it excels at processing spatiotempo-
ral information, as evidenced by the high precision with
which moving stimuli can be intercepted (Bootsma &
van Wieringen, 1990). This is especially the case for
biological motion (Aymoz & Viviani, 2004). In music,
continuous spatiotemporal trajectories allow the future
course of performers’ movements to be predicted (Wöll-
ner & Canal-Bruland, 2010), which assists ensemble co-
performers to coordinate their sounds (Glowinski et al.,
2013; Kawase, 2014; King & Ginsborg, 2011) and may
also be used as a cue by audience members in evaluating
performance quality.

Musicians make use of two broad categories of move-
ment when performing. Sound-producing movements
(e.g., key presses, bow strokes) occur over the same
timescales as auditory onsets. Sound-facilitating, or
ancillary, movements (e.g., head nods, body sway) are
movements that do not play a direct role in the produc-
tion of sound and typically occur over longer timescales
than sound-producing movements. Ancillary move-
ments may thus play a role in coordinating both tem-
poral and expressive intentions of performers over
slower timescales (e.g., sections or phrases rather than
note-to-note onsets; Dahl & Friberg, 2007; Davidson,
1993; Ginsborg & King, 2009; Teixeira, Loureiro, Wan-
derley, & Yehia, 2015; Vines, Krumhansl, Wanderley, &
Levitin, 2006; Wanderley, Vines, Middleton, McKay, &
Hatch, 2005; Williamon & Davidson, 2002). In addition,
Bishop and Goebl (2017) have found that kinematic
features of communicative head gestures in piano duos
are predictive of note-level synchronization, suggesting
a link between ancillary movement and accuracy of
sound-producing movements.

In terms of listeners’ usage of visual cues for assessing
aspects of performance, Moran, Hadley, Bader, and Kel-
ler (2015) have demonstrated different sensitivities in

relation to musical style. Specifically, listeners were able
to discriminate between real and fake pairings of impro-
vising duos on the basis of visual displays of performers’
body movements in free improvisation, but did not per-
form above chance for standard jazz performances. The
apparent advantage for free improvisations may have
been due to these performances being more ‘‘conversa-
tion-like’’ than standard jazz in terms of interpersonal
coordination dynamics. In addition, there was a positive
correlation between auditory rhythm perception skills
and the ability to discriminate real from fake visual cues
in the standard jazz condition (but not for free impro-
visation), indicating some relationship between audi-
tory temporal acuity and visual temporal acuity.

In an investigation of the cross-modal aspects of
ensemble synchronization, Arrighi, Alais, and Burr
(2006) asked participants to judge the synchrony of
video and audio streams of displays of conga drumming.
The results indicated that the auditory stream needed to
be delayed in order for onsets conveyed by sight and
sound to be perceived as synchronous, presumably due
to the relatively sluggish processing of visual informa-
tion. The audio-visual temporal integration window—
i.e., the range where synchrony perception tolerates
auditory delays—decreased with increasing tempo and
was around 200 ms for 1 Hz (60 BPM) drumming
movements and 100 ms for 4 Hz (240 BPM) move-
ments. This may be an instance of Weber’s law holding
cross-modally.

Aspects of audiovisual perception also vary in rela-
tion to musical experience and task type. Petrini and
colleagues (Petrini, Russell, & Pollick, 2009) found an
expertise effect when comparing drummers to musical
novices in the detection of asynchronies between visual
and auditory components of audiovisual displays of
solo drum strikes, in particular in regard to the tem-
poral integration window (the range of values where
asynchrony goes unnoticed). Building on this work,
Love, Petrini, Cheng, and Pollick (2013) investigated
the relationship between synchrony judgments and
temporal order judgments in audiovisual stimuli. No
correlation was found across the two tasks, and the
authors thus concluded that synchrony and temporal
order judgments are underpinned by different percep-
tual mechanisms.

IME AND LISTENER PREFERENCES

It is not clear to what extent differences in ensemble
synchrony across different musical traditions may be
aesthetically motivated, but evidence does exist of lis-
tener preferences. Such preferences might arise because
the degree of synchrony and coordination exhibited
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within the ensemble influences the strength of coupling
experienced by an observer or listener, thereby shaping
his or her affective responses to the music (Labbé &
Grandjean, 2014; Trost, Labbé, & Grandjean, 2017).
Potential mediating factors in this process may include
the observer’s musical experience (Novembre & Keller,
2014) and empathy (i.e., ability to understand others’
thoughts and feelings; Babiloni et al., 2012).

Preferences for particular patterns of interpersonal
coordination are not specific to interaction in musical
contexts. For instance, Miles, Nind, and Macrae (2009)
found that observers’ ratings of rapport between pairs of
individuals walking together were highest for in-phase
(relative phase ¼ 0 degrees) and anti-phase (180
degrees) coordination. When considered in light of
a large body of research showing that in-phase and
anti-phase relations are the most stable amongst coor-
dination modes (Schmidt & Richardson, 2008), these
findings suggest that observers prefer coordination
modes that are relatively comfortable to produce.

In a study of musical entrainment, Labbé, Glowinski,
and Grandjean (2017) examined the effects of ensemble
and solo performance of Schubert’s String Quartet No.
14 in D minor (‘‘Death and the Maiden’’) on the affective
experiences of listeners. Ratings of motor entrainment
(e.g., ‘‘to what extent did you feel like moving?’’) and
visceral entrainment (e.g., ‘‘to what extent did you feel
your own bodily rhythms change?’’) were higher for
ensemble than solo performances. The motor entrain-
ment effect may be due to greater event density making
one want to move (see also Senn, Kilchenmann, Bech-
told, & Hoesl, 2018), while the visceral effect may be due
to the urge to move increasing arousal. In addition,
wanting to move (motor entrainment) was predictive
of positive emotions such as power and wonder, while
having a sense of one’s own bodily rhythms changing
(visceral entrainment) was predictive of both positive
and negative emotions.

The concept of motor entrainment is closely aligned
with the notion of musical ‘‘groove’’—a quality of music
that induces the pleasurable urge to move in listeners. In
a study of experiences related to groove, Hurley, Mar-
tens, and Janata (2014) investigated spontaneous senso-
rimotor coupling with multipart music (rock, jazz, funk,
bluegrass, hip-hop, reggae, new age, and electronic
dance music) comprising 1–4 instruments. Continuous
ratings of groove (i.e., ‘‘the aspect of music that compels
the body to move’’) while the music was playing were
higher for music with multiple instruments than for
solo music, and, in the multipart textures, groove rat-
ings increased with each staggered instrument entry.
Post-excerpt ratings also indicated a higher urge to

move, enjoyment, and wanting the music to continue
when there were multiple instruments and their entries
were staggered. Thus, motor entrainment related to
groove was positively associated with listener engage-
ment and preference.

Preferences can be influenced by the overall degree of
entrainment (e.g., as reflected in the average magnitude
of asynchronies), as well as by the dynamics of mutual
influence within an ensemble. D’Ausilio et al. (2012)
compared aesthetic preferences of listeners against
objective measures of leader-follower relations between
a conductor and violinists in orchestral performances.
Results revealed differences in preferences for patterns
of conductor and co-performer influence across musical
excerpts. For one excerpt, perceived quality was high
when the conductor strongly influenced members of the
violin section but mutual influence between violinists
was weak, while, for another excerpt, perceived quality
was high when the influence of the conductor was weak
but mutual influence between violinists was strong.
These findings may reflect differences in conductor
experience and leadership style. A strong leader effec-
tively guides performers but, when faced with a weaker
leader, co-performers are forced to rely on one another
(see later discussion of leadership in the section Social
Differentiation: Role, Leadership, and Out-groups).

A further question concerns the relationship between
sensitivity to, and preferences for, different degrees of
IME. In a relevant study, Engel and colleagues (Engel,
Hoefle, Monteiro, Bramati, et al., 2014; Engel, Hoefle,
Monteiro, Moll, & Keller, 2014) investigated the effects
of synchrony between percussion instruments on expe-
rienced pleasure and the desire to move or dance while
listening to Brazilian samba music. Results suggested
that listeners were sensitive to each step in the syn-
chrony manipulation that was introduced by the experi-
menters, although there were considerable individual
differences in judgments that related to rhythm and
time perception skills. Furthermore, stimuli that had
higher synchrony between instruments were perceived
as more pleasurable and evoked a greater desire to move
or dance. The general correspondence between judg-
ments of synchrony, pleasure, and the desire to move
suggest that there is a close relationship between direct
measures probing perceived entrainment and indirect
measures probing the listener’s experience of their own
entrainment to music.

MODELS OF SYNCHRONIZATION AND BEAT PERCEPTION

One of the aims of this paper is to develop a model of
IME. Of the various aspects of the phenomenon
touched on so far, that which has been subject to the
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most extensive modeling is sensorimotor synchroniza-
tion. These models generally aim to explain the
mechanisms underlying SMS in terms of either: 1) lin-
ear, event-based, and information processing accounts,
or 2) nonlinear, emergent timing approaches based on
oscillator models and dynamical systems theory. The
following paragraphs describe some key assumptions
and examples of each of these two classes of models.

Event-based, information processing models are often
used to explain the timing mechanisms underlying
series of discrete events, such as a sequence of finger
taps or acoustical onsets produced by a musical instru-
ment. Such approaches have evolved from interval tim-
ing models, which have a long historical precedence in
time perception research. Scalar expectancy theory
(SET; Gibbon, 1977; Gibbon & Church, 1990; see also
Treisman, 1963) is a prominent model that has been
used to explain a host of time-related animal behaviors,
as well as many aspects of human performance on dura-
tion estimation and production tasks (Buhusi & Meck,
2005; Malapani & Fairhurst, 2002). SET implicates
a pacemaker-accumulator mechanism (‘‘internal clock’’)
that generates and stores a series of pulses over a certain
time period for comparison to a reference memory in
making time-related decisions. The role of attention has
been further specified in subsequent adaptations of
internal clock models (e.g., Zakay & Block, 1996), as
attention allocation has been shown to have a substantial
influence on the accuracy of timing tasks (Brown, 1997).
In addition, an internal clock model that specifically
aims to explain the processing of auditory sequences
has been proposed by Povel (1981) and Povel and
Essens (1985), which takes into account the hierarchi-
cal, beat-based organization of musical rhythms.

The work of Wing and Kristofferson (1973a) inte-
grates concepts from SET within an event-based model
that aims to explain discrete, repetitive motor responses,
such as a series of finger taps. Specifically, the Wing
and Kristofferson model also assumes an internal
clock/timekeeper that is affected by attention, but posits
two sources of variability in the produced motor
responses—central timekeeper variance and peripheral
motor variance. These two sources of variability are
presumed to be independent of one another, such that
separate estimates of timekeeper and motor variability
can be attained for a produced motor sequence. Subse-
quent extensions of the Wing and Kristofferson model
to SMS implicate a linear autoregressive phase error
correction process, which essentially posits that the
duration of the current motor response (e.g., tap) is
directly influenced by the asynchrony of the previous
response (or two) (Pressing, 1998; Vorberg & Schulze,

2002; Vorberg & Wing, 1996). Jacoby and colleagues
(Jacoby, Keller, Repp, Ahissar, & Tishby, 2015; Jacoby,
Tishby, Repp, Ahissar, & Keller, 2015) have demon-
strated that adding an additional assumption (based
on existing behavioral data) that the motor variance is
less than the timekeeper variance can substantially
reduce parameter estimation error and bias.

Several studies have also revealed the need for a dis-
tinction between phase error correction, which is a gen-
erally automatic process, and period error correction,
which is under conscious control and requires attention
(Mates, 1994a, 1994b; Repp & Keller, 2004; Schulze
et al., 2005). When synchronizing with an isochronous
sequence, only phase correction is needed, whereas syn-
chronization to a stimulus that changes tempo (i.e.,
most scenarios involving music making between
humans) also requires period correction of the internal
timekeeper (Repp & Keller, 2004). Complicating this
picture, the existence of an intermittent phase resetting
process alongside continuous phase correction has also
been suggested (Repp, 2001; Keller & Repp, 2005; Rim-
mele, Morillon, Poeppel, & Arnal, 2018). Motivated by
behavioral findings that humans predict on-going
tempo changes (such as expressive timing variations),
error correction processes that facilitate reactive tempo-
ral adaptation have been supplemented by anticipatory
processes in the ADaptation and Anticipation Model
(ADAM) of sensorimotor synchronization proposed
by van der Steen and Keller (2013; see also van der Steen
et al., 2015). More broadly, one of the precursors of
ADAM, described in Phillips-Silver & Keller (2012),
draws extensively on theoretical approaches to joint
action (Knoblich et al., 2011; Sebanz et al., 2006). In this
view the mechanisms by which ensemble members
mutually entrain include not only adaptive timing but
also prioritized integrative attending (i.e., attending to
one’s own actions, those of others, and the integrated
sound at the same time) and anticipatory imagery,
which helps to predict the future sounds of co-
performers (Keller, 2008; Keller & Appel, 2010). Related
research outside the music domain suggests that joint
action more generally is supported by a mixture of high-
level cognitive processes and basic sensorimotor
mechanisms that can be strategically modulated
through behavioral modifications (e.g., increased tem-
poral regularity and spatial extent of movements) that
smoothen interpersonal coordination by making actions
clearly perceivable and predictable (Vesper et al., 2017;
Vesper, Butterfill, Knoblich, & Sebanz, 2010).

A complementary body of work considers entrain-
ment in terms of nonlinear oscillatory processes and
conceptualizes entrainment as a continuous process,
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rather than a sequence of discrete events. Such models
are based on dynamical systems theory, as developed
within mathematics and physics for modeling complex
and nonlinear systems (for an overview see Guckenhei-
mer & Holmes, 1983, or Hirsch, Smale, & Devaney,
2004), which has also been highly influential within
such diverse fields as biology, economics, and psychol-
ogy (e.g., May, 1976; Vallacher & Nowak, 1994). One
prominent approach to modeling musical entrainment
within this tradition is dynamic attending theory
(DAT), as proposed and refined by Jones and colleagues
(Jones, 1976, 2019; Jones & Boltz, 1989; Large & Jones,
1999). DAT implicates a set of internal (neural), self-
sustaining oscillations or ‘‘attending rhythms’’ that can
entrain to external events and direct attentional energy
to expected points in time. The entrainment of these
internal oscillations to a periodic auditory sequence
facilitates the processing of sounds presented in phase
with the sequence (Jones, Moynihan, MacKenzie, &
Puente, 2002, though see also Bauer, Jaeger, Thorne,
Bendixen, & Debener, 2015, for some conflicting evi-
dence). Subsequent models have specified how temporal
expectations become stronger and more focused with
more iterations of an auditory stimulus and have pro-
posed systems comprising multiple, nested oscillators
that track different periodicities in line with the hierar-
chical structure of music (Large, 2008; Large & Jones,
1999; Large & Kolen, 1994; Large & Palmer, 2002;
McAuley & Kidd, 1995). van Noorden and Moelants
(1999) have also proposed a model that implicates an
oscillator with a natural resonance of approximately 2
Hz, to account for human preferences for musical
tempo rates around 2 Hz and the limited frequency
range over which tempo perception/production can
occur. Finally, neural resonance theory builds on initial
ideas from DAT and posits spontaneous oscillations of
neural populations at an endogenous periodicity in the
absence of a perceived stimulus, which can become cou-
pled (entrained) to an external stimulus over a broad
range of phase relationships, while higher order reso-
nances in the oscillators can give rise to the perception
of metrical accents (Large, 2008; Large & Snyder, 2009).
Further development of neural resonance theory has
demonstrated that oscillatory interactions between
auditory and motor brain networks can explain the per-
ception of a musical pulse even in the absence of energy
in the acoustic signal (e.g., as is often the case with
syncopated rhythms, where acoustical onsets do not
coincide with the metrical pulse; Large, Herrera, &
Velasco, 2015; Velasco & Large, 2011).

Both linear and nonlinear models have proved suc-
cessful in modeling aspects of SMS, in the case of the

former especially so when an anticipatory module capa-
ble of tracking tempo changes is added (as in ADAM).
Iversen and Balasubramaniam (2016) argue that a full
account of SMS may require both neural resonance and
interval timing mechanisms: ‘‘the existence range of
SMS closely corresponds to the temporal interval range
over which both systems are active in interval timing’’
(2016, p.177). Their model of ‘‘rich BPS’’ (Beat Percep-
tion and Synchronization) offers the advantage of
accounting for the rich and hierarchical temporal pat-
terns that are operative in musical production and per-
ception. An explicit role not only for neural resonance
but also for memory and internal representation, and
connections in both directions between sensory and
motor processing, allows us to consider the ways in
which synchronization may vary between musical gen-
res and cultures (see Section 4). Along similar lines,
a number of studies theorise the role of top-down pro-
cesses, or ‘‘Active Sensing,’’ within a nonlinear model of
temporal perception (Morillon & Schroeder, 2015; Patel
& Iversen, 2014; Schroeder, Wilson, Radman, Scharf-
man, Lakatos, 2010). Rimmele et al. (2018), for instance,
recast DAT and neural resonance theory to account for
the influence of top-down factors on entrainment: in
this context they suggest that ‘‘the brain can arguably
exploit any available source of top-down priors’’ (p.
876). These priors may include both efferent motor
signals and symbolic cues based on working or long-
term memory.

Much remains to be achieved, nonetheless, in terms of
accounting for synchronization to a wide variety of met-
rical structures, including those with stable non-
isochronous patterns (Polak, London, & Jacoby, 2016),
existing in specific cultural settings (Jacoby & McDer-
mott, 2017; Patel, Iversen, & Ohgushi, 2006; Sadakata,
Ohgushi, & Desain, 2004). We also suggest below that
more work is needed to model long-term anticipatory
processes that may involve detailed expectations regard-
ing transitions, in terms of not only tempo but metrical
pattern, texture, rhythmic patterning and other factors
that rely on expert knowledge. The model presented in
the Models and Predictions section of this paper is
intended as a step in this direction. We will also expand
our model beyond the narrow frame of synchronization
mechanisms, both with reference to the joint action
model and by locating the kinds of knowledge that sup-
port forms of attending and anticipatory imagery that
may be specific to the genre of music being played.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF MUSICAL ENTRAINMENT

As noted earlier, interpersonal entrainment has been
associated with a variety of social factors. These range
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from speculation about the role of interpersonal
entrainment in human evolution and the development
of societies through to current psychological research
on the capacity for interpersonal entrainment to stim-
ulate prosocial behavior and entitativity or ‘‘groupi-
ness.’’ A long history of speculative evolutionary and
social theory posits a key role in human sociability for
entrained behaviors involving coordinated movement
and sound production—in other words, music and
dance. Some of these accounts stress the affective
dimension of interpersonal entrainment, its role in
allowing individuals to share emotional states and the
role of affect in strengthening social bonds; hence these
issues are covered together here. The following sec-
tions cover both social effects – i.e., the effects of IME
on the formation and perception of social bonds and
distinctions – and cultural factors – i.e., the ways in
which IME may be practised differently in varying
social settings and thus index cultural difference. The
two terms are distinct, although related insofar as
social bonds enable groups of people to establish dis-
tinctive, ‘‘cultural’’ practices.

PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOR AND AFFECT

A variety of studies have revealed that synchronized
movement, both musical and otherwise, can affect atti-
tudes and cooperative behaviors toward one’s co-actors.
For instance, Hove and Risen (2009) found that inter-
personal synchrony in a joint finger tapping task was
related to greater affiliation ratings of one’s tapping
partner. In a task in which participant dyads moved
together in rocking chairs, Demos, Chaffin, Begosh,
Daniels, and Marsh (2012) found that affiliation ratings
increased when participants were more synchronized to
a piece of background music, despite the fact that the
music actually reduced coordination between the dyads
in comparison to a silent condition. Good, Choma, and
Russo (2017) demonstrated that moving in time to
a musical beat with others can also influence social
categorisation and cooperation across intergroup
boundaries. In addition, synchronization has been
found to be related to increased ratings of trust in one’s
partner in a paradigm in which participants were
informed they were tapping with another person but
actually tapped with a virtual, computer-generated
sequence (Launay, Dean, & Bailes, 2013). Such prosocial
effects of moving together through music also appear to
be present from a young age; for instance, Kirschner
and Tomasello (2010) found joint music making can
increase cooperative behavior in 4-year-old children
and Cirelli et al. (2014) reported increased helping
behavior toward an experimenter when 14-month-old

infants were bounced to music in synchrony with the
experimenter in comparison to an out-of-sync bounc-
ing condition. Reddish, Fischer, and Bulbulia (2013)
found that group cooperation was highest when both
synchrony and shared intentionality were combined in
experimental tasks; in our terms, coordination depends
on shared intentionality and thus we might hypothesize
that both components of IME are necessary for some of
music’s social effects.

Prosocial effects of synchronized movement have also
been observed in relation to dance (Reddish et al., 2013;
Tarr, Launay, Cohen, & Dunbar, 2015; Vicary, Sperling,
Zimmermann, Richardson, & Orgs, 2017), as well as
periodic activities not directly related to music, such
as rowing (Cohen et al., 2010) and even walking (Miles
et al., 2009; Wiltermuth & Heath, 2009). As such, it has
been posited that human ability to synchronize with one
another may have served a broader evolutionary func-
tion in terms of enabling social bond formation across
large groups (Launay et al., 2016), facilitated by a sense
of self-other merging between co-actors and endorphin
release as a result of synchronized exertive movements
(Tarr, Launay, & Dunbar, 2014).

The role of neurotransmitters connects the effects of
synchronized movement to ‘‘affective entrainment’’—
the sharing of affective states between individuals in
joint music making (e.g., Phillips-Silver & Keller,
2012). Affective entrainment may then be responsible
for the formation of social bonds and prosocial beha-
viors that can be elicited by musical joint action, and
hence implicated in the emergence of larger and more
complex social groups than would otherwise be possi-
ble. However, Mogan, Fischer, and Bulbulia (2017) con-
ducted a meta-analysis of 42 such studies of the
relationship between interpersonal synchrony and four
dimensions of response: prosocial behavior, perceived
social bonding, social cognition, and positive affect.
Their analysis suggests that phenomena that are facili-
tated by small-group interactions—such as exact behav-
ioral matching—may be linked to prosocial behavior,
‘‘possibly through self-other blurring and increased
attention’’ (Mogan et al., 2017, p. 19). Positive affect,
on the other hand, increases significantly with group
size and may therefore depend on a distinct mechanism.

The role of entrainment in inducing affective
responses to music has been discussed more generally
in music psychology: for instance, Juslin (2013) includes
this factor in his BRECVEMA (Brain Stem Reflex,
Rhythmic Entrainment, Evaluative Conditioning, Con-
tagion, Visual Imagery, Episodic Memory, Musical
Expectancy, and Aesthetic Judgment) model of emotion
in music. Trost et al. (2017) review research in this field,
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noting the importance of distinguishing the different
levels at which entrainment occurs (‘‘neural, perceptual,
autonomic physiological, motor, and social’’), conclud-
ing that apart from the neural level, ‘‘all other forms of
entrainment have been described as involving a kind of
affective experience’’ (p. 106). It is not yet clear what
mechanisms link entrainment and emotional or affective
experiences, however, and the experimental evidence is
unclear—as Mogan et al. (2017) point out, the strongest
evidence comes from ethnographic observation.

THE SOCIOLOGY OF MUSIC AND RITUAL

For Durkheim, in his classic work The elementary forms
of the religious life (1912/1995), face to face interactions
between groups of people, in which individuals coordi-
nate their actions towards a common focus of attention
and may experience a surge in energy and positive affect
he termed ‘‘collective effervescence,’’ was crucial to the
development of social groups, belief systems, and shared
symbols. These ideas can be traced in research exploring
the place of bodily coordination in music performance
(Clayton, Sager, & Will, 2005). Collins (2004) combines
elements of Durkheim’s theory with Goffman’s (1959)
equally influential microsociological approach in a the-
ory he terms ‘‘Interaction ritual chains,’’ a key element
of which is rhythmic entrainment. Collins’s model is
encapsulated in Figure 1: a ritual event requires a group
of participants, distinguished from outsiders, who agree
on a mutual focus of attention and come to share an

emotional state. A positive feedback loop of attentional
focus and emotional intensification is facilitated by
rhythmic entrainment. The resulting ‘‘collective effer-
vescence’’ leads to the kind of short and long-term
(through repetition) outcomes of which Durkheim
wrote: the development of group identification and sol-
idarity, moral codes, and symbols of social relationship
and affiliation. Collins’ updated model has not been
tested extensively on musical case studies (see Heider
& Warner, 2010, for a case study on shape note singing).
Importantly, however, it points to the significance of
a longitudinal perspective, and the role of learning and
transmission in enabling the repetition of specific pat-
terns of IME which form an essential part of cultural
expressions.

SOCIAL DIFFERENTIATION: ROLE, LEADERSHIP, AND OUT-GROUPS

The social significance of IME is not limited to its effec-
tiveness in promoting social bonding. Apart from the
short and long-term formation of social groups we
should consider that groups tend to be defined in con-
trast to out-groups. The out-group is often not present
at the time of musical and ritual performance, but
Lucas, Clayton, and Leante (2011) illustrate the case of
groups refusing to entrain with out-groups in a ritual
context. Moreover, within the group there almost always
exists some form of differentiation of role and/or status.
Different instrument types or voice ranges may be con-
ceived as complementary, but are often conceived as

FIG. 1. Randall Collins’ Interaction Ritual Chains model. Figure republished with permission of Princeton University Press from Interaction Ritual

Chains, Randall Collins, © 2004; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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organized hierarchically, with one or more individuals
assuming a leadership role: this is an important concept
in the social aspects of IME.

The question of ensemble leadership has been empir-
ically explored using various operationalizations of the
concept, including by investigating the temporal rela-
tionship between sound or movement onsets from co-
performers (e.g., the person who tends to move or pro-
duce their sounds first is assumed to be the leader), by
contrasting roles that are assumed to naturally vary in
terms of their leadership properties (e.g., first vs. second
violinist of a string quartet), or by assigning leader/fol-
lower roles to performers within an experimental para-
digm. In the auditory domain, several studies of
Western classical music have reported the presence of
‘‘melody lead,’’ i.e., the tendency for the melody line to
be played slightly ahead of the accompaniment (Keller
& Appel, 2010; Palmer, 1989; Rasch, 1988), although it
remains to be investigated whether such a feature gen-
eralizes to other styles of music (see the section Mea-
suring Entrainment in Musical Ensembles). In an
experiment in which leadership roles were explicitly
assigned within piano duos, Goebl and Palmer (2009)
found that leaders played slightly ahead of followers on
average, but also revealed that both performers tended
to mutually adjust their timing to one another (despite
the leader/follower designation). Wing, Endo, Bradbury,
and Vorberg (2014) found that in addition to playing
slightly ahead of her co-performers, the leader of a string
quartet (first violinist) applied less temporal error cor-
rection in her playing than the other ensemble mem-
bers, suggesting that the rest of the ensemble adjusted
their timing to her part. However, this error correction
result was not replicated in a second string quartet
within the same study, in which all members of the
quartet demonstrated more equal levels of error correc-
tion, indicating differences in terms of leadership styles
between the two quartets. In terms of investigating such
individual differences in musical leadership styles, one
study by Fairhurst, Janata, and Keller (2014) investi-
gated leadership tendencies by asking participants to
tap in synchrony with an auditory stimulus that varied
in the degree to which it temporally adapted to the
participant. They found different behavioral patterns
between subgroups of participants (‘‘leaders’’ felt the
task of synchronizing was easier when they felt more
in control and vice versa for ‘‘followers’’), which was
reflected in differences in brain activity in areas
involved in self-initiated action.

Another body of research has focused on the devel-
opment of innovative methods for studying ensemble
leadership using movement data from performers. For

instance, Varni et al. (2010) developed a computational
model to compute a leadership index in violin duos and
string quartets in real-time, starting from cues in head
movements. D’Ausilio et al. (2012) used kinematic data
from violinists’ bows and conductors’ batons to inves-
tigate orchestral leadership patterns in terms of the
influence of a conductor on the violinists and the violi-
nists on each other (listener preferences were also inves-
tigated; see the section IME and Listener Preferences).
Glowinski et al. (2012) used a similar method to inves-
tigate leadership in string quartets via head positional
data, and found differences between the ensemble
players (e.g., the first violinist led more frequently) and
differences between sections of the musical piece (e.g.,
some sections comprised one clear leader whereas
others had more distributed leadership, which roughly
corresponded to the musical structure). One area that
remains to be explored further is how the kinematic
properties that are used to index leadership in these
studies relate to note-to-note synchronization in the
auditory domain. This question has been partially
explored, for instance, by Bishop and Goebl (2017), who
found that piano duos exhibited greater synchroniza-
tion in terms of note onsets when the leader (as assigned
by the experimenter) used head cue gestures that were
smoother, greater in magnitude, and less prototypical.

Finally, music listening experiments have revealed
certain perceptual biases in the assessment of ensemble
leadership. Uhlig, Fairhurst, and Keller (2013) asked
pianists to judge leader-follower relations in different
versions of a piano duet consisting of a melody and
accompaniment part. The original performance con-
tained natural, local variations in leader-follower phase
relations, but no systematic phase difference at the
global level (i.e., the median asynchrony was 0 ms). In
addition to this natural version, synthesized versions of
the performance were created, which introduced a global
melody or accompaniment lead (28 ms on average). As
expected, the natural version without global leader-
follower relations attracted intermediate ratings. How-
ever, for the synthetic versions, listeners were able to
detect when the melody led the accompaniment but not
when the accompaniment led, suggesting a perceptual
asymmetry whereby listeners are especially sensitive to
melody lead. Ragert, Fairhurst, and Keller (2014)
extended this work by comparing leader-follower jud-
gements in the context of the natural performance (con-
taining local but not global leader-follower relations)
and a synthetic rendition of the duet without asynchro-
nies (i.e., no leader-follower relations even at the local
level). Results indicated that listeners were biased
towards hearing the melody as leading in the synthetic
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performance (without asynchronies) when attention
was focused on the melody. This bias did not occur
when natural fluctuations in asynchrony were present
(consistent with Uhlig et al., 2013) and no bias towards
hearing the accompaniment as leading was found when
attention was focused on the accompaniment. Taken
together, the results of these studies suggest that listen-
ers are not only sensitive to melody lead, but they may
be biased towards perceiving it when it is in fact absent
under certain circumstances.

THE ROLE OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS IN A MODEL OF IME

A comprehensive model of IME needs to take account
of the great diversity of performance configurations
that may be observed in musical performances
across the world. In order to consider either the social
efficacy or the cultural variability of IME, we need to
consider different aspects of the performance situa-
tion. In practical terms, when characterizing the per-
formance space of music ensembles as sites for
interpersonal entrainment, we may take into account
the following factors:

• Group size: The number of participants in an
event could range from two to thousands. The
definition of ‘‘participant’’ is broader than that of
‘‘musician,’’ including anyone whose actions in the
performance space can influence others. Increas-
ing group size brings new possibilities and chal-
lenges in interaction, potentially changing group
dynamics and the generation of positive affect
(Mogan et al., 2017; Moreland, Levine, & Wingert,
1996).

• Spatial organization: How is the group distributed
in space? Is it set apart from, or higher than, other
co-present individuals (such as an audience)?
Who faces who, and who can communicate with
whom? The orientation and attention of members
towards each other, distances between people and
lines of sight, hearing, and touch through which
information may be exchanged can affect group
dynamics; there may also be effects of acoustic
delays due to distances between performers.

• Subgroups: Participants may be organized into
subgroups (in large gatherings, groups may be
identified as ‘‘the choir,’’ ‘‘the audience’’; a choir
may be divided into vocal ranges, orchestras into
sections, etc.). Ways of differentiating partici-
pants into groups are diverse (e.g., in some cases
rather than ‘‘musicians’’/‘‘dancers,’’ a more perti-
nent distinction to participants might be ‘‘ritual-
ists’’/ ‘‘lay persons’’).

• Role: Participants may be differentiated by role
(conductor and musicians, soloist and accompa-
nist, etc.). This varies cross-culturally and by
genre: ‘‘leader’’ may not be recognized in a highly
egalitarian society, for example; the extent to
which ‘‘listeners’’ are considered to be active par-
ticipants in the performance may also vary.

• Leadership structure: Does a single individual
have overall responsibility for the performance,
is the leadership distributed, or can it be contested
or change over time? Is there a distinction between
musical and social ‘‘leadership’’? What is at stake
socially in the leading of the ensemble?

• Participation: This factor includes the relative
closed-ness of the group (how easily can individuals
enter or leave, or switch roles within the group).
Who is ‘‘part of ’’ the event, and who is a non-
participant who happens to share the physical space
(e.g., to be within sight and hearing of it)? Are mem-
bers selected by skill, social class, or gender?

• Technology: The types of sound-producing
instruments available and the role of technological
mediation (e.g., amplification and sound monitor-
ing) may also impact on IME.

• Knowledge: The organization of activities in terms
of shared representations, structures, processes,
and goals.

Some of these factors have a clear impact on the kind of
interpersonal entrainment that can be manifested. For
instance, more complex patterns of entrainment are
possible with 50 musicians than with 2, and the style
of interaction exhibited by a quartet of musicians each
with independent parts will be different than that exhib-
ited by a choir singing in unison and guided by a con-
ductor. There are also more subtle distinctions that may
nonetheless have a significant effect on ensemble coor-
dination. Does a quartet of nominally equal musicians
entrain differently from a quartet with a clearly denoted
leader, for example? These questions are impossible to
answer without further empirical study.

Rather than attempt to identify archetypal perfor-
mance situations, we propose rather to regard the per-
formance ‘‘space’’ as flexible and reconfigurable (and
its boundaries in many cases permeable); and to con-
sider any of the factors above as potentially significant
for IME in any given event. Taking all of this into
account, we focus analytically in the section Measuring
Entrainment in Musical Ensembles on the individuals
who can be observed to be interacting in its musical
aspects: those singing or playing instruments, whose
movements may be coordinated with the music and
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each other. We aim to model the observable interac-
tions between individuals in different modalities, par-
ticularly sound and vision. Understanding of the
specific cultural frameworks within which a perfor-
mance takes place is important, even indispensable,
in interpreting these interactions, but this should not
constrain the investigation unduly (e.g., in Western
concert music, consideration of audience members as
participants is not discounted a priori simply because
they are not considered to be part of the performing
group). Understanding IME involves not only quanti-
tative analysis of observable aspects of entrainment,
but a qualitative understanding of as many of these
factors as possible, which in many cases is accessible
through ethnographic enquiry.

All of the factors above can be regarded as social in
the sense that they define who interacts with who, and
how. Particular social groups decide who should gather,
in what numbers and locations, and how their music-
making should be organized. Instruments may be dic-
tated by either the material available locally, or the
resources to purchase items manufactured elsewhere.
The resources available to the group, and their distribu-
tion, influence the likelihood that the group is organized
hierarchically and of the performers being specialized
(since this requires their having the resources and time
required to develop musical expertise above the level
possible for someone occupied full-time in employment
or subsistence activities). In the broadest sense, IME is
also cultural to the extent that interactions between
participants are observably different in different situa-
tions, whether that is due to instrument choices, gender
roles, or the organization of the means of economic
production.

It is nonetheless important to flag up the last, but not
the least important, item on the list of factors affecting
entrainment above: Knowledge. For example, anticipa-
tory processes in the ADAM model are built on the idea
of action simulation, implicating internal models of the
relationship between motor commands and their effects
(van der Steen & Keller, 2013). This alone does not
strongly imply a cultural dimension, even if the specific
kinds of internal models people develop are no doubt
related to the kinds of objects with which they interact
in their environments. ‘‘Rich BPS’’ incorporates internal
representations of complex hierarchical timing patterns
and their influence on perception, while Rimmele et al.’s
(2018) approach suggests that symbolic factors encoded
in memory can influence entrainment, referring to
phase resetting in particular. Consideration of how such
representations are shaped by broader cultural aspects,
such as those enumerated above, would link the neural

level of IME to the sociocultural. Understanding what
specific representations may be pertinent in the context
of IME requires not only bottom-up inference from
timing patterns, but also musicological and ethno-
graphic knowledge that can illuminate the ways in
which they are represented and learned. Such shared
representations are likely to include short-term patterns
such as typical meters and how they can be inferred
from acoustic signals, but also longer term processes:
it is necessary to think from a musicological perspective
about the complex plans groups of people develop
regarding their musical performances, and the ways in
which different parts need to coordinate in order to
achieve an appropriate result. This is linked to longer-
term expectations that can be deliberately planned for
and managed, and these plans are very much specific to
the cultural environment, indeed often to a particular
item of repertory recognized by the culture. IME thus
involves participants being able to plan and anticipate,
and this involves the modeling or representation of
musical performance: not only what has been played
and shapes expectations through internal representation
of temporal structure, but what might be or what ought
to be produced in the foreseeable future. This involves
representations of knowledge, which may be external-
ized and given physical form (such as scores), may be
explicitly known and represented by oral notations, or
may be elements of practice so well-drilled that they do
not need to be written down or explicitly taught. Such
patterns can be described as culturally shared and
acquired knowledge, and where we find cultural differ-
ence in music we are likely to find such representations.
What is not clear at this stage is how, and to what extent,
these representations shape IME in practice.

Another possible area of cultural variability is: to what
extent do groups consciously manipulate the tightness of
their mutual entrainment? How precisely synchronized
is good enough in a given context, and how much is
optimal? This is likely to be benchmarked according to
a number of factors, including what is considered
achievable—we don’t expect a primary school band to
be as tightly entrained as a professional orchestra
because we know it is not possible to achieve this, and
similarly many participatory genres may accept variabil-
ity in synchrony because the only alternative would be to
be more selective about who can take part. In such situa-
tions there will also be a trade-off with the level of com-
plexity of the musical material, however: is a higher level
of synchrony with a simpler musical texture preferred to
a lower level of synchrony playing more challenging
music? This is another way in which a society’s values
may impinge on musical entrainment.
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In summary, existing models of SMS provide clues as
to how IME is on the one hand a shared human capac-
ity, while on the other accessible to manipulation and
perhaps cultural variability (via conscious period cor-
rection, phase resetting, and complex internal represen-
tation of temporal hierarchies). However, in order to
robustly connect neurophysiological models to an
understanding of sociocultural factors, new research is
required. This should involve both empirical explora-
tion of cultural variability in IME (exemplified in the
section Measuring Entrainment in Musical Ensembles),
and conceptual modeling of the interactions between
these levels (see section Models and Predictions).
This endeavor requires both theoretical models drawing
on sociological theory, and ethnomusicological research
that can both interpret diverse musical structures and
contextualize these structures in social and ritual
practice.

SUMMARY

Not only is entrainment a fundamental part of music
making, but the ability to entrain to music is a funda-
mental part of the human experience. Mechanisms that
underlie musical entrainment ability are present from
an early stage in the human lifespan, and the unique
combination of human perceptual skills, cognitive abil-
ities, and refined audiomotor integration capacity have
allowed for the development of a sophisticated system
for the coordination and exchange of auditory and
related (visual, haptic, etc.) information between perfor-
mers that we know as music.

Music elicits spontaneous motor and physiological
responses in its performers and listeners, including
entrainment of neural populations and changes in heart
and respiration rates, which can influence cognitive eva-
luations of the experience that manifest as emotional
responses or social affiliation between co-performers.
The expression of our capacity for entrainment through
music is likely to have played a significant role in the
development of our species, particularly in facilitating
more complex forms of social organization and collec-
tive identities. The ways in which this process motivates
musical behavior and underlies processes of social affil-
iation and cultural expression in the present is of pro-
found interest to anthropology and sociology.

The discussion in the section Foundations of Musical
Entrainment moved from a survey of the evolutionary,
developmental, and neurological underpinnings of IME
to consider the state of the art in terms of models, both
linear and nonlinear. We emphasized in particular mod-
els that include top-down processing: either an element
of anticipation and planning (ADAM) or internal

representation of complex patterns contributing to
top-down perception (‘‘active sensing’’). Building on
these models, more needs to be done to integrate both
longer-term processes and the role of culturally specific
knowledge representations. The most promising biolog-
ical explanations for social effects such as group bond-
ing refer to the role of neurotransmitters such as
oxytocin and endorphins, which are linked to both
physical movement and the detection of human agency
(Launay et al., 2016). Although much remains to be
explained, the connection between entrainment, affect,
and social bonding appears be consistent with long-
standing sociological speculation (Collins, 2004).

The section Social and Cultural Dimensions of Musi-
cal Entrainment explored issues concerning the social
and the cultural aspects of IME, with a view to devel-
oping a model of IME in these respects. We briefly
surveyed findings in psychology regarding the effects
of IME on prosocial behavior and groupiness, and
sociological and anthropological theories linking IME
to the social functions of ritual. Studies of ensemble
leadership, being a key way in which members are dif-
ferentiated and hierarchies expressed, highlight a major
factor in social differentiation. In the absence of signif-
icant literature linking complex social and cultural fac-
tors to IME, we concluded this section by discussing
a few factors that may be taken into account in future
models. We flagged up in particular, the importance of
culturally shared knowledge representations that allow
participants to plan and anticipate.

In the next section we present analyses of the two
components of IME distinguished in Section 1: syn-
chronization (at relatively short timescales), and coor-
dination (at longer timescales, based on shared
understanding of metrical and formal structures and
processes). Ragert et al. (2013) suggested in a study of
piano duos that these two ways of coordinating ensem-
bles may be dissociated, in the sense that at short time-
scales synchronization accuracy is dependent on
a musician’s ability to make predictions based on
a co-performer’s playing style, while for longer-scale
coordination, familiarity with the structure of the piece
alone aids accuracy. As argued in the Introduction of
this paper, since they operate at different timescales and
favor different sensory modalities, it is logical to con-
sider them as distinct components of IME (although we
can also explore ways in which they may overlap or
influence each other; for example, as noted in the sec-
tion Models of Synchronization and Beat Perception,
the period correction aspect of synchronization incor-
porates conscious control). These two processes may be
present to different degrees in different situations. In
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music that can be characterized to a large degree in
terms of the relationship between percussive event
onsets of different timbral qualities, as in many drum
ensembles, the coordination element includes the neces-
sity of aligning metrical structures (so that ostinato pat-
terns interlock correctly, for example), and
a mechanism for ensuring any section transitions and
tempo changes are coordinated. At the other extreme,
music comprising only sounds with slow attacks in
which clear onset times cannot be determined, such as
some bowed string sounds, can hardly be said to use
a synchronization mechanism based on onset identifi-
cation: and yet such ensembles are generally coordi-
nated in relation to agreed procedures or formal
principles governing the ways in which parts relate to
each other temporally. In many cases different instru-
ment types combine, so for example a legato vocal or
string part is coordinated with a percussive drum pat-
tern: the former may align with the latter taking into
account the synchronization of endogenous neural
oscillations to the drum part, but this synchronization
will not be unambiguously evidenced in their own part
if event onsets are not clearly defined.

The analyses in the following section draw on diverse
corpora, including North Indian raga, Malian jembe and
Uruguayan candombe (both Afrogenic drum ensemble
traditions), Cuban son and salsa, stambeli ritual music
from Tunisia, European string quartets and ‘‘Improvising
duos’’ (standard jazz and free improvisation).3 All are
small group traditions (ensemble size 2–7). We concen-
trate on interactions between musicians, rather than tak-
ing into account audiences or dancers, and focus our
comparative analysis on aspects that are readily quanti-
fiable from recordings of natural performances, such as
onset times and gross body movements.

Measuring Entrainment in Musical Ensembles

As noted above, although a significant amount of
empirical research has been carried out on synchroni-
zation, relatively little has been done on longer-term
coordination, and in either case almost none comparing
different musical genres cross-culturally. In order to
further develop models of IME that take account of
cultural variability as well as including different time-
scales and processes of temporal alignment, in this sec-
tion we present sample cross-cultural analyses. We
begin with an overview of methods for measuring

entrainment in musical ensembles before presenting
two different approaches to analysis. In the first we
discuss the differences in synchronization parameters
between genres and their possible causes; in the second,
we present a comparative analysis of the coordination of
ancillary body movement between performers and its
relationship to musical structure. These approaches do
not, of course, exhaust all possible ways of analyzing
IME cross-culturally, but are used as exemplars of
a comparative approach based on empirical analysis of
performance data, and offer an indication of ways in
which such comparison may prove fruitful.

MEASURING IME

Many approaches are possible for analyzing IME,
depending on the types of data that are available and
the timescales on which one focuses. In this section we
give a brief overview of common approaches, before
implementing a subset of these methods in subsequent
sections using a collection of audiovisual data from
a diverse range of musical cultures.

DATA TYPES

Studies of IME make use of various sources of data in
order to examine temporal relationships between two or
more co-performers in terms of the sounds they pro-
duce, movements they make (either to produce these
sounds or to communicate with one another), or bio-
logical signals. Several key examples of such data are
shown in Table 2. The analysis method that is subse-
quently applied to these data is dependent on the data
type (e.g., whether the data represent discrete events/
time points or continuous trajectories over time)4 and
research question (e.g., whether one intends to examine
entrainment over long or short timescales, address
leader/follower relations, etc.).

DATA ANALYSIS

In this section we briefly describe several key analysis
methods that are commonly applied in research on IME
and related work in which the aim is to examine con-
tingencies between multiple time-dependent events or
time series.

Discrete Data Analysis. Multiple series of discrete
events such as instrumental onsets or tapping data are

3 This analysis, and the collection of diverse corpora, was made
possible by the ‘‘Interpersonal entrainment in music performance’’
project (IEMP).

4 In reality, no data recorded using the methods described here are
truly continuous and depend on the sampling rate of the data
collection method. In addition, continuous signals may sometimes be
converted to discrete data types by isolating particular events within
the signal (e.g., identifying peaks of velocity changes of particular
movement types from a continuous movement trajectory).
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typically analyzed in terms of the temporal asynchro-
nies between event timings (often given in milliseconds,
e.g., 0 ms asynchrony ¼ perfect alignment). Asynchro-
nies between events can be analyzed to give a measure of
the precision of synchronization (the SD of the asyn-
chronies, termed ‘‘Asynchronization’’ by Rasch, 1988;
multiple Asynchronization measures can be combined
as a Group asynchronization measure). Asynchrony
data can also give a measure of two instruments’ relative
position (sometimes described as ‘‘accuracy,’’ see the
section Sensorimotor Synchronization), i.e., whether one
part tends to play ahead or behind another (cf. ‘‘melody
lead’’). This approach is outlined in more detail in the
section Interpersonal Synchronization in Music Ensem-
bles: Onset-based Comparative Analysis.

Alternatively, circular statistics are a common, non-
linear method for dealing with periodic series of discrete
events (Fisher, 1993; Mardia & Jupp, 2009). The main
measures of pairwise relationships are analogous to
those of asynchrony analysis: the precision of synchro-
nization (given by the mean vector length) and the
accuracy or mean relative position (given by the vector
angle). Phase analysis has been recommended as a pri-
mary method for entrainment analysis (e.g., Clayton
et al., 2005), partly because exploring the stabilization
of phase is more consistent with a dynamical systems
model of entrainment than calculating the variability of
asynchronies. However, using relative phase data for
comparison between multiple genres is problematic: the
phase calculations depend on the specification of a ref-
erence period, and different kinds of music have differ-
ent types of metrical structure that make it impossible to
establish a single objective definition of this period.
Different reference periods produce significantly
different mean phase angles and vector lengths, and
therefore it is very difficult to be sure one is comparing
like with like. The section Interpersonal Synchronization
in Music Ensembles: Onset-based Comparative Analysis,

therefore, employs asynchrony analysis. In other cir-
cumstances, particularly where comparison between
genres is not necessary or where patterns interlock and
there are therefore few ‘‘asynchronies’’ to calculate, this
method may be preferred.

Another method that can be applied to event-based
data is event synchronization (ES; Quiroga, Kreuz, &
Grassberger, 2002), in which the degree of synchroniza-
tion is calculated based on the number of quasi-
simultaneous appearances of events (within a specified
time window) and the delay between the two event
series is calculated based on the number of events in
one signal that precede the other. Although the ES
method does not provide the same precise phase infor-
mation as circular statistical analysis, the ease with
which this method can be applied makes it particularly
suitable for online implementations.

Continuous Data Analysis. The similarity between
two time series can be examined via cross-correlation,
which allows one to determine the time lag at which the
two series are optimally similar. Cross-correlation
assumes stationarity of the data (i.e., the mean and
variance are constant over time) and may not be opti-
mal for analysis in which the individual time series are
autocorrelated (i.e., do not comprise independent
values; Dean & Dunsmuir, 2016). As music often
affords a periodic temporal structure, another relevant
technique is cross-wavelet transform (CWT) analysis,5

which examines co-occurrences of periodic behaviors
within two time series across multiple frequency bands.
CWT is calculated as the pointwise multiplication of
the wavelet transform (WT) of two individual time
series (Grinsted, Moore, & Jevrejeva, 2004; Torrence

TABLE 2. Examples of Data Commonly Collected in Studies of Interpersonal Musical Entrainment

Data Example data recording method(s) Typical modality Data type

Instrumental/vocal note/event onsets Audio recordings, MIDI recordings Auditory Discrete
Instrumental/vocal envelopes Audio recordings Auditory Continuous
Movement trajectories Motion capture, accelerometers, video recordings,

force-plate data
Spatial Continuous

Movement classes (e.g. head nod, specific
hand gesture or signal)

Motion capture, accelerometers, video recordings Spatial Discrete

Brain activity Electroencephalography,
magnetoencephalography

Physiological Continuous

Autonomic nervous system activity Heart rate monitor, electrocardiography (ECG),
respiration monitor

Physiological Continuous

5 In some fields XWT is preferred as an abbreviation for Cross-Wavelet
Transform (and CWT is used for Continuous Wavelet Transform). Our
usage is consistent with that of Issartel, Bardainne, Gaillot, and Marin’s
(2015) study of human interaction.
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& Compo, 1998; see also Issartel, Bardainne, Gaillot, &
Marin, 2015, for an application within psychological
research). In our case, CWT analysis enables the detec-
tion of shared periodic movements of pairs of perfor-
mers across different frequencies and time, which
allows us to examine movement coordination across
multiple timescales, from fast head nods to slow body
rotations. This technique has been previously applied
in Eerola et al. (2018) to the ‘‘Improvising Duos’’ cor-
pus that we also make use of in this paper; that work
demonstrated that a measure of CWT Energy of per-
formers’ ancillary movements across a broad frequency
range (0.3 to 2.0 Hz) served as a significant predictor of
‘‘bouts of interaction’’ (i.e., periods of visually apparent
communication between co-performers), as labeled by
expert musicians. CWT analysis has also been applied
to describe different patterns of limb and head coordi-
nation within piano duos (Walton, Richardson,
Langland-Hassan, & Chemero, 2015). This approach
is explained in more detail, with examples, in the sum-
mary at the end of this section.

Another analysis method that has often been applied
in research on interpersonal coordination in conversa-
tion and everyday behavior (e.g., Shockley, 2005; Shock-
ley, Richardson, & Dale, 2009) is cross-recurrence
quantification analysis (CRQA). CRQA is a nonlinear
method that does not assume data stationarity or peri-
odic behavior, can deal with pairs of time series of dif-
ferent lengths, and can also be applied to categorical/
discrete data. This method can be used to determine the
presence and duration of overlap between the dynamics
of two different time series by quantifying the regularity,
predictability, and stability of two concurrent behavioral
performances in reconstructed state space. In addition,
CRQA can be used to quantify the lag at which one
individual’s behavior maximally matches another’s, in
order to identify whether there is a leader–follower type
of relationship. CRQA can, for example, be applied to
measure if two players exhibit similar patterns of behav-
ior during a music performance. One example of an
application of CRQA in music research (although not
specifically focused on interpersonal entrainment) has
been to use this method for automatic identification of
cover songs (Serrà, Serra, & Andrzejak, 2009); a similar
technique has been used to compute phase synchroni-
zation in a violin duo (Varni et al., 2010).

Finally, Granger causality is a method that uses past
values of one time series to predict future values of
another time series. Granger causality has been used,
for instance, to investigate leadership in both string
quartets (Chang, Livingstone, Bosnyak, & Trainor,
2017; Glowinski et al., 2012) and orchestras (D’Ausilio

et al., 2012) using movement data from the musicians
and conductors.

One caveat that should be mentioned here is that all
of the aforementioned methods rely on pairwise com-
parisons of time series, whereas entrainment in music
performance often takes place at the level of larger
groups than duos (Rasch’s Group asynchronization is
unusual in this regard, although it too is based on pair-
wise calculations). Thus, appropriate corrections for
multiple comparisons may need to be applied when
performing analysis on larger groups. Some research
on interpersonal coordination more generally has also
explored the use of cluster phase analysis, a method
based on the Kuramoto order parameter (Kuramoto,
1989), for quantifying synchronization of larger groups
of participants (e.g., six participants; Richardson, Gar-
cia, Frank, Gergor, & Marsh, 2012).

Application of Data Analysis Techniques. As noted
above, of the various options available for analyzing IME
in performance, this paper focuses on just two: (a) the
exploration of synchronization using asynchronies
between discrete auditory event onsets, and (b) the anal-
ysis of coordination between continuous body move-
ment using CWT analysis. The main priorities are to
demonstrate analysis of the different components of
IME and to present cross-cultural analyses, in order that
these comparisons may help to shape the development
of a model of IME in the forthcoming Models and Pre-
dictions section. In order to cover the full spectrum of
IME in practice, other methods will need to be deployed,
either in order to address different data sources such as
EEG, other physiological measures or other aspects of
motion, or because the approach taken in the next sec-
tion—where onset timing differences are analysed in
relation to a known metrical structure—is not appropri-
ate. This would be the case where acoustic envelopes do
not lend themselves to the measurement of onset times,
for example (many vocal sounds or those of bowed
instruments emerge gradually without any percussive
‘‘onset’’), or where the temporal structure is unpredict-
able, for instance because there is no regular meter.

Interpersonal Synchronization in Music
Ensembles: Onset-based Comparative Analysis

PRINCIPLES

In this section, we explore synchronization in different
genres by calculating time differences between the onsets
of nominally simultaneous auditory events. In the sim-
plest model of SMS between two individuals, they are
understood to both perform the same simple sequence of
actions, as illustrated by sequences A and B in Figure 2.
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In this case, events in the two sequences occur at approx-
imately the same point in time: each individual adjusts to
the other in order that they stay in time. Thus, B3 falls
early with respect to A3; both correct this difference, as
a result of which B4 falls a little later than A4.

This case of two musicians performing periodic pat-
terns in phase with each other is a particularly simple
one, of course. Almost any real-life musical example will
be more complex than this. As illustrated in Figure 3: (a)

the rhythms (patterns of time intervals) may be varied,
and (b) in many cases the sequences will be heard in
relation to the meter (indicated by beat numbers and
a hierarchical grid of pulses in green). Metrical positions
are not necessarily marked by events (e.g., A5/B5), while
points in between the beats may be articulated (e.g., extra
event onsets are interpolated between A1 and A2, A2
and A3). In this hypothetical example, B articulates the
‘‘off-beat’’ in between A7 and A8, and A8 and A9. In this

A

B

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1

• • • • • • • • •
• • •

FIG. 3. Events produced by two individuals have onset times represented by the arrows in rows A and B. They are interpreted with respect to a four-

beat metrical pattern (green dots).

A

B

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9

�me

FIG. 2. Events produced by two individuals have onset times represented by the arrows in rows A and B. The blue and brown brackets indicate the

interonset intervals between the first pair in each sequence; the red bracket indicates the asynchrony between onsets A2 and B2.
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case, if we wish to explore SMS we cannot assume that
the sets of onsets A and B mark nominally equidistant
pulses; instead, we must first establish which onsets
should be compared with which. Establishing the met-
rical structure allows us to do so, and also means that we
can assess synchronization in relation to the meter (e.g.,
ask whether synchronization is more precise, on average,
on beat 1 than on beat 2, etc.).

By meter we refer to a temporal hierarchy of cycles,
beats, and subdivisions that can be inferred from the
sound and act as a reference for listeners (see Table 1
above). The analyses that follow assume that in this
respect meter is a general phenomenon—culture-
specific in its detail but sharing some features across
many cultures—and therefore that the temporal organ-
ization of North Indian raga, Malian jembe, European
string quartet music, and other groups we discuss below
is to this extent comparable. It is worth pointing out that
metrical systems vary between the different traditions;
for example in the usage of non-isochronous time inter-
vals (see below). These traditions also vary in the ways
in which these metrical structures are explicitly theo-
rized, named, and represented—for example, North
Indian musicians explicitly number the beats in their
meters, while Malian jembe musicians do not—
although in each case it is clear that rhythmic and met-
rical patterns are recognized. It is not the case that every
musical performance must manifest such a structure—
very many do not (Clayton, 1996). Nonetheless, in each
of these six genres it is possible to identify metrical
hierarchies by observing periodicities in the acoustic
signal, observing behavior related to the performance,
and exploring theoretical concepts expressed within the
different music cultures.

Figure 4 illustrates a specific musical example, based
on one of the corpora analyzed below, in a similar

graphical form to the hypothetical example in Figure 3.
This figure illustrates some of the possible points at
which onset times can be compared (and asynchronies
calculated): green boxes highlight all the points at which
the instrument parts Jembe 2 and Dundun 2 coincide
(there are two instruments of each type in the ensem-
ble). In the next section we present some analyses of
asynchrony data for this and other musical repertories,
investigated by corpus, meter, instrument pair, beat
position, subdivision position, and other factors.

An interesting feature of this piece is the use of
a consistent non-isochronous subdivision pattern,
indicated in the diagram by close spacing between
the SubD 1 & 2, and larger spacing between 3 & 4.
Although not all musical examples show such clear
patterning, the synchronization process cannot be
assumed to depend on an isochronous pulse. In these
cases, we cannot model synchronization simply in
terms of two isochronous pulse streams, but recognize
and account for the fact that each musician must inter-
nalize the non-isochronous pattern. Nonetheless, we
can still calculate asynchronies at each position and
test whether the synchronization is affected in any way
by the non-isochronous subdivision.

Using event onset timing information, then, we can
investigate synchronization between different instru-
ments in a musical ensemble, and this method is robust
enough to cope with variability in rhythmic patterns,
metrical structures and non-isochronous timing pat-
terns. Although in cases with roughly simultaneous
onsets such as these, asynchrony analysis provides
a robust method affording comparison between exam-
ples, in cases where onset timings in different instru-
mental parts predominantly interlock rather than align,
relative phase analysis is the only practical approach.
The approach taken in this paper, then, is to focus first

J2 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
D2 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
J1 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
D1 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
SubD ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
B ● ● ● ● ●
Cycle ● ●
SubD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1

Instrument 
onsets

Metre

Subdivisions

FIG. 4. The basic structure of the Malian jembe piece Manjanin. Top layer: instrument onset points (after Polak et al., 2016). D ¼ dundun, J - jembe

(types of drum). Different sounds (timbres) are not represented. Uneven horizontal spacing represents non-isochronous timing profile. Middle layer:

metrical structure (B ¼ beat, SubD ¼ subdivision). Bottom layer: Numbering of metrical positions in the cycle by subdivision (SubD). Green boxes:

points of coincidence between J2 and D2.
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on event onset-based methods (particularly asynchrony
calculations).

MATERIALS

The analysis in this section employs a set of six audio-
visual collections published on Open Science Frame-
work and described in Clayton et al. (in press). The
first corpus of audio recordings and derived onset tim-
ing data comprises three recordings of North Indian
Raga (abbreviated NIR) performances on plucked
string instruments with tabla drum accompaniment.6

This is divided into eight distinct sections of duo per-
formance (string instrument plus tabla). This set of
recordings forms a subset of the IEMP ‘‘North Indian
Raga’’ corpus (Clayton, Leante, & Tarsitani, 2018).

The second corpus comprises recordings of Urugua-
yan Candombe (UC) drum ensemble music (Jure,
Rocamora, Tarsitani & Clayton, 2019). The corpus com-
prises 12 takes recorded by nine trios and three quartets.
Three drums are used, named chico, piano, and repique
(quartets include two repiques).

The next corpus comprises recordings of Malian
Jembe (MJ) drum ensemble music (Polak, Tarsitani, &
Clayton, 2018). The corpus comprises 15 takes: three
duos, eight trios, and four quartets. Two different kinds
of drum are used, named jembe and dundun (up to two
of each).

The fourth corpus comprises Cuban Son and Salsa
(CSS) music performed by the group Asere (Poole,

Tarsitani, & Clayton, 2019). The seven-piece group
plays five songs on a variety of instruments: we
extracted onsets for the bass guitar, Spanish guitar, tres,
clave, bongo, cowbell, cajon, conga, and trumpet (but
not for a few other instruments such as shakers, scraper,
and crash cymbal, or the vocal parts).

The next corpus comprises recordings of Tunisan
Stambeli (TSS) ritual music (Jankowsky, Tarsitani, &
Clayton, 2019). The instruments are the gumbri
(plucked lute), and three sets of shqashiq cymbals
played in unison; vocal and drum parts (used in some
but not all tracks) are not studied here. Four recordings
are divided into eight sections.

The final corpus comprises recordings of parts of two
takes each of two European String Quartet (ESQ)
movements (Haydn Op. 76, No. 5, First Movement and
Beethoven Op. 59, No. 2, Third Movement; Clayton &
Tarsitani, 2019). In this case onset data were collected
only from sections with predominantly staccato articu-
lation; remaining sections require different onset detec-
tion techniques (e.g., identifying new events when the
pitch changes), which makes it difficult to compare the
statistics with other corpora, and for this reason are not
included here.

Our intention in this section is to present summary
data on the diversity of synchronization in IME, based
on the measurement of asynchronies between event
onset times across these varied genres. By doing so we
will highlight some of the factors that appear to influ-
ence the entrainment process across multiple genres.

Event onset data were prepared by the following steps:

1. Automated extraction of event onsets for each
individual part (in most cases ‘parts’ are played

TABLE 3. Corpora Analyzed

Genre Abbr. Origin N Instrumentation Size of corpus
Dur.

(min) Researcher

North Indian
Raga

NIR North
India

2 Sitar, sarod or guitarþ tabla (tanpura
drone not analyzed)

3 pairs playing 8 pieces,
Mean duration ¼ 683s
(SD ¼ 339)

91 M. Clayton, L.
Leante

Uruguayan
Candombe

UC Uruguay 3-4 Chico, piano and repique drums 12 takes, M ¼ 175.5 s (SD ¼
30.9)

35 L. Jure, M.
Rocamora

Malian Jembe MJ Mali 2-4 Jembe and dundun drums 15 takes of 3 pieces, M¼ 202
s (SD ¼ 69.1)

51 R. Polak

Cuban Son
and Salsa

CSS Cuba 7 Bass, Spanish guitar, tres, clave,
bongos and other percussion,
trumpet, vocals

5 songs, M ¼ 398 s (SD ¼
45.5)

33 A. Poole

Tunisian
Stambeli

TS Tunisia �4, 2 parts
analyzed

Gumbri (lute) þ shqashiq (cymbals),
vocals

4 tracks comprising 8 pieces,
M¼ 259.8 s (SD¼ 105.2)

35 R. Jankowsky

European
String
Quartet

ESQ Europe 4 Violin x 2, viola, cello 2 takes each of 2
movements, extracts

6 M. Clayton, T.
Eerola, K.
Jakubowski

Note: Abbr. ¼ corpus abbreviation; N ¼ number of performers; Dur. ¼ total duration.

6 The analysis uses three pieces from the IEMP North Indian Raga
corpus (Clayton et al., 2018): NIR_ABh_Puriya, NIR_PrB_Jhinjhoti
and NIR_DBh_Malhar. A different set of performances is used for the
coordination analysis in the next section.
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by a single player on a single instrument; the
exception is the shqashiq part in TS which is
played by three players in unison, whose onsets
cannot be distinguished).7

2. Manual annotation of metrical downbeats (i.e., the
strongest beat of the musical meter, usually
counted as ‘‘1’’).

3. Alignment of selected event onsets with metrical
(beat and subdivision) positions calculated from
manual annotations. This was done by dividing
the duration of the cycle into the relevant number
of beats or subdivisions, either equally or—in cases
with a consistent non-isochronous subdivision—
based on average relative timings across each piece.
(This process is described in more detail in Clay-
ton et al., in press.)

4. Output of selected onset times labeled by metrical
position, with additional information including
local event density (number of onsets for each
instrument per second, calculated over 2-s win-
dows). Labeled onset times were then manually
checked, with problematic onsets either removed
or relabeled.

5. For the corpora in which only one pair of onsets
was available, namely NIR and TS, performances
were cut into Segments averaging 120s and 50s
respectively; boundaries were set at the nearest
metrical downbeat to the desired average duration,
which was calculated in order to generate a similar
number of data points for the analysis of these
corpora as was available for the other corpora with
a higher number of instrument pairs.

Across the collection approximately 155,000 annotated
event onsets were available for analysis (selected from
a significantly larger number of raw extracted onset
times, since only those unambiguously falling on defined
metrical positions were employed in the analysis).

ASYNCHRONY ANALYSES

This section summarizes a set of asynchrony analyses of
the data described above. The aim is to give an overview
of the patterns found in asynchrony data from groups of

musicians in diverse musical genres, and to explore
some ways in which these data vary. This summary is
not intended to give a definitive account of SMS in any
one genre, but rather to point to trends and preliminary
findings for further analysis.

Our starting point for synchronization analysis is pro-
vided by the measures defined by Rasch (1988). The
primary measure of the precision or tightness of syn-
chronization in any example is termed Asynchroniza-
tion (low asynchronization ¼ high precision), and this
can be calculated pairwise (as the standard deviation of
the asynchronies of any pair of instruments in the
music) or groupwise (calculating the RMS of the pair-
wise measurements to provide a group measure of syn-
chrony). The terms ‘‘pairwise asynchronization’’ and
‘‘group asynchronization’’ are based on Rasch’s descrip-
tions of his measures. The Mean absolute asynchrony,
calculated from the same asynchrony data, offers an
alternative measure of precision (see Metrical Position
with the section Relationship of Asynchrony to Event
Density and Metrical Position for details).

As well as these measures of the precision of syn-
chrony, we also calculate the relative positions of the
different instrumental parts. Again, Rasch provides
a starting point: Mean relative onset is calculated as
the mean position of an instrument’s onsets relative to
the average position of the group.

In addition to Rasch’s measures, we also calculate
the Mean pairwise asynchrony, which calculates the
relative position of two instruments directly from their
simultaneous onsets. This measure is useful in deter-
mining, for example, whether the relative positions of
two instruments varies with other factors such as
tempo or event density. These measures are summa-
rized in Table 4.

Group Asynchronization (A) and Pairwise
Asynchronization (Precision). Group asynchronization
provides the simplest way to compare the precision of
synchronization across an ensemble. Rasch’s (1988)
group asynchronization values for performances by
three Western classical trios (one of recorders, one of
reed instruments, and the last of strings) ranged from
29–51 ms. Our values range somewhat lower, 15.6–34
ms, the highest value being from the ESQ corpus (see
Table 5). This may indicate that Western chamber
ensembles tend to be looser in synchrony than most
of the cases in our collection.8

7 Our analysis focuses on physical onsets, based on acoustic rise times,
rather than perceptual onsets (p-centers), which are also affected by
duration, pitch, and timbre. This is a pragmatic choice in as much as
the analysis includes several instruments for which new research would
be required in order to reliably estimate p-centers. Whereas for most
drum sounds analyzed here there is likely to be no significant
difference between physical and perceptual onset, for others (e.g.,
bowed instruments) the difference is likely to be more significant, and
this factor should be taken into account in future studies of
synchronization of sounds with more gradual acoustic rise times.

8 One difference between Rasch’s calculations (1988) and ours is the
temporal resolution of the onset detection: for Rasch this was limited to
a 5 ms bin size, a limitation that does not apply to our onset detection.
This may have an effect on the asynchronization calculations.
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Comparing the values in our collection descriptively, the
tightest values are provided by drum ensembles of Afri-
can origin, MJ (15.6 ms) and UC (18 ms). The two
genres featuring plucked stringed instruments with
drum or percussion accompaniment are looser (NIR,
29.1 ms and TS, 29.6 ms). CSS, which combines a per-
cussion ensemble with plucked and strummed strings,
lies between these two ranges (24.8 ms). Each of these
examples shows notable variation however, between
Segments of performances (TS, and particularly NIR),
and between instrument pairs (CSS). Looking at the
range of Pairwise asynchronization values for the
groups of more than two parts reveals a wider range for
CSS. The tightest pair, the conga and cowbell, exhibit
a lower pairwise asychronization value (SD ¼ 13.1 ms)
than the group average for the two Afrogenic drum
ensembles, while the loosest, the tres (lute) and trumpet,
is much looser (33.4 ms).

Mean Relative Onsets and Melody Lead (Accuracy).
Distinct from the question of how tightly synchronized
the groups are is the mean position of each instrument
with respect to the group. In Rasch’s (1988) study the
ranges are small, up to about 5 ms. They display a ten-
dency for lead melodic instruments to fall ahead of

other instruments. For example, in a string trio the
violins both play a couple of milliseconds early, the viola
and cello late. In our study the range of Mean relative
onsets is somewhat larger in the CSS and especially the
TS corpora (see Figure 5). The NIR, MJ, and UC exam-
ples show all instruments within about 3 ms of the
mean. The CSS group shows, on average, the cowbell
and guitar playing about 5 ms after the mean onset and
the tres 9 ms early (the tres plays a mixture of rhythm
and lead material, so this could reflect a ‘‘melody lead’’).

Note that in the MJ corpus ‘‘jembe 1’’ can be consid-
ered the lead instrument, and it does play slightly ahead
of the other drums, on average; the situation is less
clear-cut in the UC drum ensemble as the ‘‘lead’’ can
switch between instruments. In a string quartet the first
violin is regarded as the overall leader, but the melody
often moves between instruments: in our ESQ data vio-
lin 2 is slightly ahead of violin 1 on average, although
both are ahead of the lower-pitched instruments. These
summary data can of course hide variability within each
corpus. In the NIR corpus the mean pairwise asyn-
chrony across all examples is close to 0 ms: however,
if we break the pieces down into Segments of about 2
minutes each (M ¼ 120.2 s, SD ¼ 8.2), the mean asyn-
chrony between the melody instrument and the tabla
accompaniment varies between þ13.8 ms (melody lag)
and -16.2 ms (melody lead). Thus, examples of both
melody lead and melody lag are seen in NIR instrumen-
tal duos: more analysis would be needed to explore the
musical factors that account for these variations (see
Clayton et al., 2019).

RELATIONSHIP OF ASYNCHRONY TO EVENT DENSITY AND METRICAL

POSITION

If we look in more detail at the data for individual
genres or pieces, it becomes clear that local patterns of
asynchrony vary with a number of other factors. In this
section we consider two factors that can be investigated
in all corpora, namely event density and metrical

TABLE 5. Group Asynchronization (A) and Pairwise
Synchronization Across Six Corpora

Corpus
Number
of parts A (ms)

Range of pairwise
asynchronization (ms)

MJ 4 15.6 12.6 – 18.8
UC 4 18.1 16.4 – 20.4
CSS 7 24.4 13.1 – 33.4
TS 2 28.0 18.7 – 34.7 [Segments]
NIR 2 29.1 18.5 – 54.0 [Segments]
ESQ 4 35.2 31.6 – 38.2

Note: NIR and TS performances were split into roughly equal Segments (c. 120 s and
c. 50 s respectively), defined in order to generate a similar number of data points for
these as for the other corpora, for which the range of Pairwise asynchronization
figures refer to different instrument pairs. (See Table 6.)

TABLE 4. Measures of Synchronization

PRECISION Pairwise asynchronization ¼ SD of the onset time differences of simultaneous sounds of two parts
(such as between A1 and B1 in Figure 3; Rasch, 1988, p. 73)

Group asynchronization (A) ¼ RMS of all Pairwise asynchronization values (Rasch, 1988, p. 74)
Mean absolute asynchrony Calculated as the mean of all unsigned asynchrony values
Mean vector length (r) Circular statistics measure of precision; scale from 0 – 1

ACCURACY
(RELATIVE
POSITION)

Mean relative position Mean of one instrument’s onsets relative to the group’s mean position

Mean pairwise asynchrony Relative position of two instruments calculated as the mean difference
in their onsets, i.e., the signed asynchrony values

Mean vector angle (m) Circular statistics measure of relative position (i.e., relative phase)
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position. These are unlikely to be the only factors that
are be associated with differences in asynchronies
between musicians, but they serve to illustrate the kind
and scale of differences that we encounter.

Tempo and Event Density. To explore the possible
relationship between variability in asynchrony and
tempo, several different factors need to be taken into
account. Tempo (usually calculated in beats per minute)
is a measure of the rate at which a conductor or listener
would mark the ‘‘beat’’ of the music. This measure is
problematic, however, since the selection of a reference

pulse level as the beat is subjective: two individuals may
select different pulse levels in a 2:1 ratio, in which case
one would estimate ‘‘tempo’’ as twice as high as the
other. It is not possible to determine the appropriate
beat level—referred to in musicological literature as the
‘‘tactus’’—in a completely objective way, which creates
problems for comparative analysis. (Within genres how-
ever, it is often possible to test for the dependency of
asynchrony on tempo: see Clayton, Jakubowski, & Eer-
ola, 2019.) Our judgement of how fast a piece of music
seems to be is also dependent, however, on the rhythmic
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FIG. 5. Mean relative onsets (þ/- SD) of instruments in six corpora.
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event density (i.e., the number of distinct event onsets
per second), and this factor can be estimated objectively.
(The limitation on this is the need to define exactly what
qualifies as an event; onset detection algorithms require
the setting of thresholds, on which the number of events
counted depends. According to the analysis reported in
Clayton et al. (in press), the mean proportion of event
onsets missed in this process across samples from all 6
corpora was 4%, and the proportion of false positives
6.5%; the NIR corpus produced the highest error rates
(up to 23%) due to the large dynamic range of the
instrumental sounds.)

Figure 6 plots the Pairwise asynchronization figures
for our collection against the summed event densities
across the different corpora. The data represented by
each point differ between corpora, with the aim being
to compare a similar number of data points for each
corpus (see Table 6).

We explored the relationship between asynchrony
and event density by correlating Pairwise asynchroniza-
tion with the mean summed event density (i.e., the sum
of the mean event densities of the instrument pair being
considered) across summary data (pieces, takes, or Seg-
ments). Analyzing the summary data points in this way
suggests that there is an overall correlation between
higher density and lower Pairwise asynchronization,
r(234) ¼ �.33, p < .001; thus, examples with a greater
number of rhythmic events per second exhibit tighter

synchronization. The patterns vary between corpora
and between instrument types, however (see Table 7).
Pairs involving drums and percussion instruments only,
for instance, show no such correlation, r(101)¼ .09, p¼
.37. Tighter synchronization in faster passages could be
due to the so-called subdivision benefit related to the
scalar variability of a central timekeeper (Repp, 2003):
however, the lack of such an effect with drum pairs
remains to be explained. The corpora that show an
overall correlation between summed event density and
Pairwise asynchronization are the NIR, r(43) ¼ �.40 p
¼ .007, p <.01); CSS, r(30) ¼ �.40, p ¼ .024; and TS,
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FIG. 6. Pairwise asynchronization (SD of pairwise asynchrony) plotted

vs. event density for each pair of musicians across all corpora.

TABLE 6. Number and Derivation for Summary Data Points Used in
Comparative Analysis

Corpus

Summary
data

points Method

NIR 45 Each piece divided into roughly equal
Segments, rounded up to nearest metrical
cycle (duration M ¼ 120.2s, SD ¼ 8.2s).

UC 45 One data point for each pair of instruments in
each take

MJ 51 One data point for each pair of instruments in
each take

CSS 32 One data point for each pair of instruments
across the corpus9

TS 39 Each piece divided into roughly equal
Segments (duration M ¼ 50s, SD ¼ 3.7s),
rounded up to nearest metrical cycle

ESQ 24 One data point for each pair of instruments in
each take

TABLE 7. Correlations Between Asynchronization (SD Pairwise
Asynchrony) and Summed Event Density

Data

Correlation of Pairwise
asynchronization with
Summed event density

All data r(234) ¼ -.41, p < .001***
By instrument

types
Drum/ percussion

only
r(101) ¼ .09, p ¼ .396

Melody þ drum pairs r(101) ¼ -.23, p ¼ .019*
Melody þ melody

pairs
r(28) ¼ -.16, p ¼ .389

By corpus NIR r(43) ¼ -.40 p ¼ .007**
UC r(43) ¼ .05, p ¼ .730
MJ r(49) ¼ .12, p ¼ .385
CSS r(30) ¼ -.40, p ¼ .024*
TS r(37) ¼ -.32, p ¼ .047*
ESQ r(22) ¼ .05, p ¼ .814

9 All pairings were included for which at least 50 data points were
available, with the exception of the cowbell–cajon pair, since these
instruments are played by the same musician.
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r(37) ¼ �.32, p ¼ .047—those which feature a combi-
nation of melody and percussion instruments.

The correlation between mean pairwise asynchrony
(relative position) and summed event density was cal-
culated for cases featuring a melody instrument with
a drum or percussion instrument, which includes the
NIR and TS corpora and some pairs of CSS only. The
overall correlation for this data is r(101) ¼ �.30, p ¼
.002, indicating that, in general, the melody instrument
plays further ahead with an increase in event density.
We find this correlation to be significant in the TS,
where the gumbri lute plays further ahead in denser
passages, r(37) ¼ �.67, p < .001; for NIR, r(43) ¼ .22,
p ¼ .147. There may be significant correlations for spe-
cific instrument pairings in the other corpora that
would be revealed by more detailed analysis.

Metrical Position. Is there any relationship between
asynchrony and metrical position? For example, are
pairs of musicians more precisely synchronized on
downbeats than on other beats, or tighter on main beats
than offbeats or subdivisions? If we regard musical
meter as a form of attentional behavior, as London
argues (2012), and if greater attention on specific
moments in time is related to tighter synchronization
at those points, then this is what we would hypothesize.
Patel, Iversen, Chen, and Repp (2005) found that listen-
ers synchronized more accurately (with smaller mean
pairwise asynchronies) on beat 1 than on other beats
when tapping to certain ‘‘metrical’’ stimuli (taking the
form of sequences of tones with IOI patterns likely to
evoke a metrical percept). Keller and Repp (2005) found
that when tapping offbeats in time with metrically struc-
tured pacing sequences (sequences in which every 2nd,
3rd, or 4th tone is different to the others) finger taps are
delayed at downbeats relative to other beats: they
explain this by hypothesizing ‘‘a regularly applied, meter
based phase-resetting mechanism stabilizes syncopa-
tion’’ (p. 292). Keller and Repp’s finding is echoed by
Friberg and Sundström’s demonstration (2002) that in
a selection of jazz recordings, soloists played more accu-
rately and more precisely on offbeats than on down-
beats (they tend to play later and with greater
variability than the ride cymbal on downbeats, the effect
being larger at slower tempi). Polak et al. (2016) refer to
the possible variation of asynchrony with subdivision
position in the MJ corpus, demonstrating an effect of
subdivision position on variability of the IOIs (the first
subdivision of each beat is found to be less variable in
duration than the others). It remains to be demon-
strated, however, whether an effect of metrical position
on synchronization can be generalized across musical
genres in performance.

In this subsection we present the results of analysis of
the effect of metrical position on synchronization across
five corpora (The ESQ corpus is not included here due
to the small amount of data, but full results for all cor-
pora and pairings can be found in Supplementary
Table 1 online at mp.ucpress.edu). Do either (a) preci-
sion or (b) relative position vary by metrical position?
‘‘Metrical position’’ here can be represented by diverse
factors in the different corpora. We compared ‘‘strong’’
and ‘‘weak’’ metrical positions at one or more levels in
each of the corpora, as follows:

• UC, CSS, and MJ corpora, all at two levels: (1) Beat
1 vs. the other beats, and (2) The four main beats
vs. their subdivisions. Results are presented for
each pairing separately.

• NIR: Only examples in the 16-beat cycle ‘‘teental’’
were analyzed, but these were separated into slow
(vilambit), medium, and fast (drut) tempo pieces.
They were analysed at two levels: (1) The four
‘‘vibhag’’ beats (those strong beats marked by
hand gestures) vs. other beats, and (2) Beat 1 vs.
the other three ‘‘vibhag’’ beats. Results are pre-
sented for different tempi separately.

• TS, at one level: Beat one (the metrical downbeat)
vs. other beats. Separate analyses are given for the
four different rhythmic patterns on which the
eight pieces are based.

Since in many cases there are a greatly different number
of data points for weak as opposed to strong metrical
positions, we randomly sampled (without replacement)
an equal number of asynchronies from the larger set as
the number in the smaller set, for each analysis. This
analysis was repeated 1,000 times, and mean differ-
ences, 95% confidence intervals (CIs), and p values were
computed in each case. In this analysis we used mean
absolute asynchronies for the precision measure, in
order to use an analogous sampling procedure for both
signed and absolute asynchronies (rather than using
a single, summarized SD calculation for each piece). The
full results of these analyses are reported in Supplemen-
tary Table 1.

The analysis of the difference in precision (mean
absolute asynchrony) between strong and weak metrical
positions shows many examples of significant differ-
ences across the corpus (see Figures 7 and 8). However,
these differences are fairly evenly divided between
examples in which strong beat positions are more pre-
cisely synchronized than weak beats and vice versa
(tighter synchronization on weak beats). Many of the
differences are also small in magnitude. Examples of
some of the larger effects are:
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• The clave and bongo are more precisely synchro-
nized on beat one than the other beats in the CSS
corpus (mean absolute asynchrony 12.3 ms vs.
18.2 ms).

• The gumbri and shqashiq are less precisely syn-
chronized on the main downbeat than on the

weaker beats in the bousaadeya rhythm in the
TS corpus (mean absolute asynchrony 47.6 ms
vs. 31.7 ms).

The analysis of the difference in Mean relative position
between strong and weak metrical positions also shows
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many examples of significant differences across the cor-
pus. In most cases these differences are of just a few
milliseconds, but a few examples stand out:

• Between gumbri lute and shqashiq cymbals in two
of the four rhythmic patterns in TS: the gumbri is
further ahead by 17.2 (sudani) and 18.8 (bousaa-
deya) ms on the ‘‘strong’’ than the ‘‘weak’’ metrical
position.

• The chico drum is 13.6 ms further ahead of the
piano on the main beats than on their subdivi-
sions, in UC.

These results are presented with the aim of both report-
ing the size of effects found in these corpora, and estab-
lishing where clear patterns seem to emerge cross-
culturally and where not (in particular, that tighter syn-
chrony on metrical downbeats does not seem to be
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a general tendency). It is beyond the scope of this paper
to attempt to interpret the significance of differences
observed in each corpus, but see Clayton et al. (2019)
for more detailed interpretations of the NIR results.

SUMMARY

A number of factors can be identified that contribute to
variations in synchronization, which could therefore
contribute to our model of IME. The main factors iden-
tified to this point are:

1. Instrument type. We have clearly seen that pair-
wise synchronization between drums or percus-
sion instruments is tighter than that involving
melodic instruments, while pairs including
plucked string instruments are tighter than those
involving bowed instruments (NIR and TS vs.
ESQ). This progression is from short envelopes
with clearly defined onsets to more sustained
sounds with less defined onsets. As noted above,
further work on perceptual onsets is necessary
here; another factor that needs to be explored
empirically is the time for which sounds are sus-
tained (which is clearly much shorter for most
drums than for bowed string tones).

2. Event density. There is an overall tendency for syn-
chronization to be tighter at higher event densities.
The picture is not straightforward when comparing
across corpora as other factors, such as instrument
type, have bigger effects, and a significant correla-
tion is not found in all corpora. We found no rela-
tionship between event density and precision of
synchronization in drum/percussion pairs.

3. ‘‘Melody lead.’’ Although there are some excep-
tions, instruments taking a lead role (which is
often the main melody in the texture but can also
apply to lead drum parts) tend to play a few milli-
seconds ahead of the group, on average. Melody
lead may be more pronounced at higher event
densities, as we observed for the TS corpus.

4. Metrical position. We do not observe a clear pat-
tern of greater precision on strong metrical posi-
tions, as would be predicted by a hypothesis that
musicians attend more to synchronizing with each
other at particular points in the metrical cycle.
Nonetheless we do observe numerous differences
between precision and/or mean relative position
according to metrical position, effects which
depend on specific instrument pairs.

The first two factors point to the significance of acoustic
factors on the synchronization mechanism. In brief,
future studies could test the prediction that shorter

instrument sounds (shorter acoustic envelopes) increase
synchronization precision, independent of the music’s
cultural, genre-specific characteristics. The relationship
between precision and greater event density (and tempo,
where tempi can be compared fairly; see Clayton, Jaku-
bowski & Eerola, 2019) is similarly independent of cor-
pus when melodic sounds are involved. We did not
observe this effect for drum-only pairings, however.
Studies of very low-density percussion genres would
help to explore this factor further. ‘‘Melody lead’’ has
been explained in terms of the melody part being given
more prominence by being performed slightly ahead of
its accompaniment. The descriptive results in Figure 5
suggest that this phenomenon could be present cross-
culturally, but by no means universally. Indeed, only
certain kinds of music have a consistent lead-plus-
accompaniment ensemble structure, so we would not
expect to find evidence of ‘‘melody lead’’ everywhere;
and even where this melody/accompaniment distinction
pertains, there may be other factors determining who
plays ahead in time. The diverse effects found of metrical
position could be related to melody lead (or melody lag,
since we find that lead instruments sometimes play sig-
nificantly behind their accompaniments; the lead part
may either push ahead or pull behind at stronger met-
rical positions), or to diverse local factors concerning the
rhythmic patterns played by each instrument in relation
to the metrical framework.

Beyond the specific factors that have been explored in
this comparative analysis, future research is needed to
investigate a number of other factors that may be linked
to differences in synchronization. Individual variation is
likely to play a role (see the section Evolution and Devel-
opment), especially when we investigate less skilled per-
formers than those studied in these examples, all of
whom were selected as experts in their respective styles.
In many styles increased event density and/or tempo
occurs alongside increased dynamic levels, which sug-
gests dynamics may also be investigated. Not least, any
number of high-level musical factors may contribute to
variability, many of which would be specific to particu-
lar kinds of music: for instance the difference between
composed and improvised sections, when a particular
instrument is given prominence (by taking a solo); rel-
atively homophonic vs. contrapuntal textures (i.e.,
whether everyone plays the same rhythm or conflicting
rhythms), whether a cadence (a formula signaling clo-
sure) is approaching, and so on. Detailed investigation
of all these factors is beyond the scope of this paper.

Overall, these analyses do not support the hypothesis
that strong metrical positions are more precisely syn-
chronized than weak. This analysis of synchronization
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between expert musicians contrasts with Patel et al.’s
(2005) finding (see above). Clearly however, the task
of tapping along with a stimulus is very different from
the task of performing music with other people, since in
the former case the stimulus does not adjust to the
tapper, and this difference in task may explain the con-
trasting results. Even within corpora, in groups larger
than two we find that some pairings are more precisely
synchronized on strong positions at the same time as
other pairings are less precise. We suggest, therefore,
that variations in precision are difficult to explain as
global effects of metrical structure per se, but rather may
be due to differences in the specific rhythmic patterns
being played at different parts of metrical cycles (to put
it another way, rhythmic patterns tend not to be ran-
domly distributed across the metrical framework).
These differences are likely to result in many cases in
small differences in the precision and/or mean relative
positions of instruments by metrical position.

The factors we have investigated so far suggest, none-
theless, that synchronization between musicians could
in principle be modeled using factors including onset
or acoustic envelope characteristics, role (lead vs.
accompanist or group member), event density, and
metrical structure. Where any of these factors either
change (e.g., the ‘‘lead’’ role switching between musi-
cians) or continuously vary (e.g., event density), we
would expect to find changes in synchronization over
time: synchronization may get tighter or looser, or the
relative positions of instruments change either contin-
uously or suddenly. This could be explored systemati-
cally in future studies of musicians performing under
more constrained conditions that allow some of these
variables to be manipulated.

INTERPERSONAL COORDINATION IN MUSIC ENSEMBLES:

CONTINUOUS DATA FROM ANCILLARY MOVEMENTS

Overview. In order to explore coordination empiri-
cally, we next present a case study of the temporal rela-
tionships between co-performers’ ancillary movements,
using video recordings of professional musicians from
three corpora (MJ, NIR—of which a different selection
of recordings is used from that in the section Interper-
sonal Synchronization in Music Ensembles: Onset-based
Comparative Analysis—and the ‘‘Improvising Duos’’’
corpus, comprising standard jazz and free improvisa-
tion). Due to the slower timescales over which ancillary
movements evolve in comparison to sound-producing
movements, it is possible to track these movements
from standard video recordings (despite the lower sam-
pling rate of video in comparison to motion capture
systems, for instance; Jakubowski et al., 2017). This

allows us to make use of field recordings collected in
diverse locations throughout the world. (Although
a huge number of music recordings from around the
world is freely available, for example via web sharing
platforms, the methods presented here rely on static
shots, which are relatively rare, as well as expert anno-
tation; nonetheless, our approach expands the range of
usable recordings considerably beyond the set of avail-
able motion capture data sets.) Our primary aims in this
case study are 1) to demonstrate a relevant quantitative
method for measuring coordination between co-
performers (using automated tracking of ancillary
movements and cross-wavelet transform (CWT) analy-
sis), and 2) to examine how such movement coordina-
tion varies as a function of musical structure (i.e., at
section boundaries).

METHOD

Materials. Three corpora of video recorded musical
performances were used. These were chosen to partially
coincide with the audio recorded performances utilized
in the onset analysis reported in the section Interper-
sonal Synchronization in Music Ensembles: Onset-based
Comparative Analysis, although it was not possible to
use exactly the same materials, as some audio record-
ings did not have corresponding video recordings (or
corresponding video recordings did not meet the
required specifications for the automated motion track-
ing procedures, outlined below).

The first corpus was a subset of the MJ corpus
described above, comprising three performances of the
piece ‘‘Maraka’’ played by trios: jembe 1 (soloist), jembe
2 (accompanist who plays ostinato rhythms), and dun-
dun (bass drummer who plays a repertoire-specific
timeline pattern).10 The same three performers played
in all three recordings; however, for MJ_Maraka_3 the
two jembe players switched roles (the soloist took on the
accompanist role and vice versa). The mean duration of
these video recordings was 160.7 s (SD ¼ 26.7, range ¼
145 to 341 s).

The second video corpus, ‘‘Improvising Duos,’’ com-
prised 15 performances of free improvisation and 15
performances of the jazz standard Autumn Leaves,
which have been used in previous research on aspects
of visual interpersonal communication in music perfor-
mance (Eerola et al., 2018; Moran et al., 2015; video
corpus published as Moran, Jakubowski, & Keller,
2017). Within this corpus, five different duos performed
the free improvisations (a style of music that

10 Labelled MJ_Maraka_1, MJ_Maraka_2 and MJ_Maraka_3 in (Polak
et al., 2018).
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deliberately avoids a regular musical pulse) and six duos
performed the standard jazz improvisations (Autumn
Leaves, in a 4/4 meter with a regular pulse). These duos
comprised 12 different instruments (e.g., saxophone,
piano, double bass, drums, etc.) and the mean duration
of the 30 performances was 157.0 s (SD ¼ 55.7, range ¼
98.3 to 336.5 s).

The third corpus was a set of six North Indian clas-
sical music performances (three featuring a vocal soloist
and three featuring an instrumental soloist) drawn from
the same NIR corpus described in the previous section
(Clayton et al., 2018); the selection of recordings used in
this section is different from that in the synchronization
analysis above, however.11 As these performances are
much longer in duration than the pieces in the other
corpora, we focused on only the slow tempo sections. In
each case only the soloist and tabla player was studied,
to allow instrumental and vocal examples to be com-
pared directly, although in some cases the ensembles
were larger, including harmonium players (with vocal
only) and/or one or more players of the accompanying
plucked lute tanpura. The mean duration of these sec-
tions of the video recordings was 1711.1 s (SD ¼ 758.2,
range ¼ 796.5 to 2901.9 s).

Although recorded in different settings using different
equipment, all videos met the necessary criteria for the
automated movement tracking procedures that we
implemented. Specifically, the videos in all three corpora
were recorded with fixed cameras (e.g., on a tripod) and
a constant camera angle (e.g., no zooming or panning),
with no substantial changes in lighting during the
course of each performance. Performers were well sep-
arated in space, such that their movements did not
occlude one another. All videos were recorded at a sam-
pling rate of 25 Hz.

Movement Data Extraction. The movements of each
performer were tracked using dense optical flow (OF)
estimation in EyesWeb XMI 5.7.0.0 (http://www.
infomus.org/eyesweb_ita.php). OF is a computer vision
technique that performs two-dimensional (x and y)
movement tracking on video data by estimating the
apparent velocities of objects. The implementation of
OF used here is based on the algorithm of Farnebäck
(2003) and has been validated for use in tracking ancil-
lary movements from musical performers in Jakubowski
et al. (2017). Movement tracking was implemented for

all performers in the ‘‘Improvising Duos’’ and MJ cor-
pora, and for the soloist and the tabla player in the NIR
corpus. First, in the video frame, a region of interest
(ROI) was manually defined around the head and
shoulders of each performer. Movement within each
ROI was then automatically tracked using the OF algo-
rithm (for a detailed description of the method see
Jakubowski et al., 2017). The choice to track head and
upper body movements is motivated by previous work,
in which it was found that 97% of ancillary movements
that were deemed as communicative by expert musi-
cians fell into this category (e.g., head nods, body sway;
Eerola et al., 2018). Of course, video recordings are
two-dimensional and motion tracking using OF does
not capture motion in the third dimension. It is pos-
sible therefore that if coordinated movements are pri-
marily in this dimension then coordination could be
underestimated using this method. Future studies could
explore the use of multiple camera angles to attempt to
mitigate this issue. Other options include retaining the
two dimensions of movement separately, and or retain-
ing phase information (see Eerola et al., 2018). Doing so
in studies of individual corpora may prove productive,
although to do so on a comparative basis is beyond our
scope here.

Quantifying Movement Coordination Between
Co-performers. A pairwise measure of co-performer
coordination was calculated using cross-wavelet trans-
form (CWT) analysis (See the data analysis section in
Measuring Entrainment in Musical Ensembles). The aim
of the present work was to examine how CWT Energy
varied over time in relation to the musical structure,
with a particular focus on section boundaries, in order
to investigate the role of ancillary movements in coor-
dinating musical transition points.

Before implementing the CWT analysis, the x- and y-
coordinates of each performer from the OF data were
detrended using linear regression and converted to
polar coordinates, and the radial coordinates (�) from
each performer were retained for the subsequent anal-
ysis. The CWT analysis was applied across a broad fre-
quency range from 0.3 to 2.0 Hz (in line with Eerola
et al., 2018), in order to capture a wide range of co-
occurring periodic movements. The first and last
two seconds12 of each performance were excluded, in
order to avoid artefacts within the CWT analysis. The

11 The analysis uses six pieces from the NIR corpus (Clayton et al.,
2018). Three feature a vocalist: NIR_VK_Multani, NIR_VS_Bhoop and
NIR_SCh_Malhar (khyal in vilambit ektal in each case). Three feature an
instrumental soloist: NIR_NGh_Tabla (vilambit teental), NIR_PrB_
Jhinjhoti (rupak tal) and NIR_ABh_Puriya (gat in vilambit teental).

12 This was extended to five seconds for the Western Improvisation
corpus, as this was an experiment in which Motion Capture data were also
collected and performers were instructed to assume a ‘‘T-pose’’ for
calibration purposes at the start and end of each video clip, which was
not a part of the actual performance.
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resultant CWT Energy measure of pairwise movement
coordination was normalized to a range of 0 to 1 for
each performance.

Annotations of Musical Structure. For each of the
three video corpora, meaningful boundary points within
the musical structure were annotated by the expert
researcher who had made the original video recordings.
The MJ performances were divided into sections based
on the theme that was being played, and also contained
sections marked as improvisation. The ‘‘Improvising
Duos’’ performances were demarcated into solo and
joint sections, to represent transitions between sections
where the performers were playing together vs. sections
where one performer was soloing. The NIR music was
labeled into terms of the repetitions of the tala (metrical)
cycles, which are a key feature of this music (Clayton,
2000). All annotations of musical structure were per-
formed in ELAN (Sloetjes & Wittenburg, 2008).

RESULTS

Describing Movement Coordination in Relation to
Musical Structure. Figure 9 shows one full Maraka per-
formance (MJ_Maraka_1), selected at random from the
MJ corpus for the purpose of visualising and describing
our approach. The time series curves show the CWT
Energy of each pair of performers over time, and the
annotated music structural sections are labeled via ver-
tical lines. This plot gives a descriptive indication that
coordination of periodic ancillary movement increases
at some points of structural transition (e.g., going into
the second instance of improvisation 2, and the begin-
ning of the finale section). However, this visualization

also suggests this relationship may vary depending on
the pairing that is being examined. For instance, the
jembe 2 and dundun player often move concurrently
in a periodic fashion in the middle of structural sections
(e.g., basic theme 2 and basic theme 3).

Another randomly selected example of a full perfor-
mance is presented in Figure 10; this is NIR_VK_Mul-
tani from the NIR corpus. The CWT Energy curve
shows pairwise movement coordination between the
vocalist and tabla player, and in this case vertical lines
represent the start of each metrical cycle. This plot
shows that there are many clear instances where move-
ment coordination between the two performers
increases at the start of a metrical cycle.

Testing Variation in Movement Coordination in
Relation to Musical Structure. We next sought to test
whether CWT Energy was systematically different at
musical section boundaries than non-boundaries for
each piece in each corpus. We applied the same analysis
technique for each piece as follows. First, the mean
CWT Energy in a window centered around each section
boundary was computed. We used a window size of
10% of the mean section length of the piece, to take
account of the differing section lengths across different
musical styles (mean window size in MJ ¼ 1.43s,
‘‘Improvising Duos’’ ¼ 2.49 s, NIR ¼ 3.05 s). To select
an equal quantity of CWT Energy data for comparison
to the data within the section boundary windows, we
shifted each section boundary to a randomly selected
timepoint, with the conditions that: a) each boundary
could move forward/backwards in time up to 50% of
the window size before/after the adjacent section
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boundary, and b) each boundary had to move forward/
backward in time at least the length of the window size.
This preserves the number and relative spacing of sec-
tion boundaries, whilst ensuring that ‘‘non-boundary’’
sections will not contain any of the same datapoints as
the section boundary windows. We then compared the
mean CWT Energy around boundaries vs. non-
boundaries, using the same window size for each. The
process was repeated 1,000 times for each piece, with
a new round of random sampling of non-boundaries
each time. We calculated the pairwise mean difference
between CWT Energy in each section boundary win-
dow and its corresponding non-boundary for each iter-
ation and computed an overall mean difference and
95% confidence interval (CI) across all iterations of the
analysis for each piece in each corpus. Figures 11
through 13 show the results of this analysis for each
of the three corpora separately. Full results can be found
in Supplementary Table 2 (online at mp.ucpress.edu).

As seen in Figure 11, in the MJ corpus, movement
coordination (as measured by mean CWT Energy) was
higher at section boundaries than non-boundaries for
most performer pairings across the three pieces, with
an overall mean difference in CWT Energy (computed
as mean CWT Energy at boundaries minus non-
boundaries) across the corpus of 0.04. However, this
difference between the mean CWT Energy at bound-
aries minus non-boundaries was not statistically sig-
nificant across the corpus as a whole (95% CI: [-0.05,
0.12]). There were some variations related to per-
former pairing, as the mean difference in CWT Energy
between boundaries/non-boundaries was lower for the

jembe 1 and 2 pairing (Mdiff ¼ -0.005) than the other
two pairings (jembe 1 & dundun: Mdiff ¼ 0.065, jembe
2 & dundun: Mdiff ¼ 0.061). This could indicate that
the two jembe players rely more on other cues to coor-
dinate (e.g., eye contact, auditory cues), or rely on
peripheral vision of one another’s hands due to sitting
next to each other, rather than ancillary movement
cues at points of transition.

Figure 12 shows the results for the ‘‘Improvising
Duos’’ corpus. This corpus shows much diversity, with
some clear examples of increased movement coordina-
tion at section boundaries (e.g., Piece 25), but other
pieces showing no clear tendency—or even the opposite
pattern (Piece 12). This large degree of variability across
pieces may relate to the 22 different performers impli-
cated in this corpus, who might each have their own
personal style for communicating points of musical tran-
sition. Across the corpus as a whole there was a small
overall difference in means in the direction of increased
movement coordination at section boundaries as com-
pared to non-boundaries, but this difference was not
statistically significant (Mdiff ¼ 0.03, 95% CI: [-0.07,
0.11]). At the individual piece level, there was a signifi-
cant increase in movement coordination at section
boundaries for five pieces (Piece 1, 4, 18, 25, and 27),
or three pieces following Bonferroni correction (Piece 1,
25, and 27). In addition, the difference in movement
coordination at section boundaries versus non-
boundaries was somewhat more pronounced for jazz
standards (Mdiff ¼ 0.04) as compared to free improvisa-
tions (Mdiff ¼ 0.02). This does not necessarily indicate
that the free improvisers are not coordinating via
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movement cues at music structural boundaries; one pos-
sibility could be that the unplanned and unpredictable
nature of this music means that the performers actually
need to coordinate more often than at these larger struc-
tural boundaries (e.g., subsections) in order to produce
a coherent performance. This is consistent with Schög-
ler’s analysis (1999) of jazz duets, which found coordi-
nation to be higher in the seconds immediately before
‘‘points of change.’’ On this basis we might expect that in
music with more frequent transitions, we also find more
frequent moments of higher coordination. Thus, move-
ment coordination may be more similar at boundaries
versus non-boundaries in the free improvisation than in
the standard jazz, whereas in standard jazz a shared
sense of the musical pulse can facilitate coordination
between structural boundary points.

Finally, the results for the NIR corpus are shown in
Figure 13. Four of the individual pieces in this corpus
showed a significant difference in terms of mean CWT
Energy being higher at section boundaries than non-
boundaries (Pieces 1, 2, 5, and 6), with a significant
mean difference across the corpus as a whole (Mdiff ¼
0.05, 95% CI: [0.03, 0.06]). The colors in the figure show
the pieces that feature an instrumental versus vocal
soloist, which indicate that there is a more pronounced
difference in CWT Energy at boundaries for the vocal
(Mdiff ¼ 0.07) than the instrumental performances
(Mdiff ¼ 0.03). As demonstrated in Clayton et al.
(2019), this effect is largely apparent where the metrical
boundary coincides with a cadential boundary in the

instrumental pieces; the larger effect in the vocal pieces
may be due to the fact that a higher proportion of met-
rical boundaries coincide with cadences in the vocal
than the instrumental pieces.

In sum, we have demonstrated one of many possible
approaches for quantifying and testing variations in co-
performer movement coordination as a function of
musical structure. More detailed study of ancillary
movement coordination could include, for example,
expert annotation of other points of change than section
boundaries, analysis of gaze patterns, or performer
interviews. Such additional elements could allow explo-
ration of different types of transitions; for example, do
tempo changes differ from changes in texture, harmony
or other (genre-specific) features? Analysis of gaze
patterns and performer interviews could help to eluci-
date the extent to which musicians are conscious of
increased coordination (or increased negotiation or
information exchange) at these points. More detailed
analysis could also explore the temporal structure of
coordination in more detail, for example the point at
which greater movement coherence begins in relation to
the occurrence of a transition, or the use of any explicit
cues by musicians. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
go into this level of detail on a comparative basis.

SUMMARY

In this section we outlined some of the wide variety of
data types available for studying IME, both discrete and
continuous, and how to apply different methods in
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FIG. 13. Mean CWT Energy (þ/- standard deviation) within windows around boundaries vs. non-boundaries by piece and soloist type (NIR corpus: 1 ¼
ABh_Puriya, vilambit teental (sitar); 2 ¼ VK_Multani, vilambit ektal (vocal); 3 ¼VS_Bhoop, vilambit ektal (vocal); 4 ¼ PrB_Jhinjhoti, rupak tal (sarod);

5 ¼ NGh_Tabla, vilambit teental (tabla solo); 6 ¼SCh_Malhar, vilambit ektal (vocal)). p < .001 ¼ ***. Piece 2 is the same as that illustrated in Figure 10.

Note that all significant comparisons marked *** exceed a Bonferroni-corrected threshold for six tests of p < .0083.
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practice. Our analyses exemplified the two data types,
while also focusing on different modalities and time-
scales. This should not however be taken as implying
that, for example, only acoustic information is relevant
at short timescales, or only continuous movement data
is available for longer-term processes.

In the section Interpersonal Synchronization in Music
Ensembles: Onset-based Comparative Analysis we ana-
lyzed synchronization using onset timing data from
a diverse selection of six musical genres. The Group and
Pairwise asynchronization figures suggest a spread from
relatively precise synchrony for the Afrogenic drum
ensembles (MJ, UC) to lower precision in melodic gen-
res such as the ESQ, some Segments of NIR and TS, and
some pairings in CSS. Precision of synchronization in
our corpora is correlated with event density for exam-
ples including a melody instrument, but not drum/per-
cussion only pairings. We found many examples of
significant effects of metrical position on precision, but
these tend to cancel each other out when the group as
a whole is considered, with some pairings more precise
and others less so on theoretically strong metrical posi-
tions. We thus found little support for the idea that
synchrony is universally more precise on strong metri-
cal positions. Mean relative positions (mean time differ-
ences between one instrument and the average of the
group) tend to be less than 5 ms in most cases, with
a few outliers: the gumbri plays significantly ahead in
TS, for example, and plays further ahead at higher event
densities. Metrical position again has an effect on mean
relative position in various cases, but there is no clear
overall tendency.

In the section Interpersonal Coordination in Music
Ensembles: Continuous Data From Ancillary Movements
we explored the coordination of ancillary movement
between pairs of performers in relation to musical struc-
ture in three contrasting corpora. These three corpora
contrast musically in almost every respect: nonetheless,
each corpus contained examples of pieces where move-
ment coordination increased at section boundaries.
However, it is clear that this pattern varies notably
across styles and performers. The NIR corpus showed
the clearest support for the idea that movement coordi-
nation increases at section boundaries, with the MJ
corpus providing limited evidence in this regard. This
may be due to the fact that in NIR, eye contact and the
expression of pleasure at cadences is a common feature
of performance practice, whereas this is not the case in
MJ. These results also suggest other factors such as
genre, instrument, ensemble size, and spatial position-
ing of the ensemble, may affect these results in, as of yet,
unexplored ways. More analysis needs to be carried out

on this question, including exploring the role of differ-
ent rates of movement (i.e., isolating different frequency
bands in the CWT data, rather than taking account of all
movements across a broad frequency range).

What does this tell us about the cultural variability, or
lack thereof, in IME? The fact that the precision of
synchronization between drum/percussion pairs is sim-
ilar in the different examples, and that melody/drum
pairs become more precise at higher densities while
drum/percussion pairs do not, suggests that to this
extent synchrony varies with physical factors such as
the envelope type of the typical instrument sounds or
the speed at which people play. These factors can be
described as ‘‘cultural’’ in the broad sense outlined in
the section The Role of Social and Cultural Factors in
a Model of IME, and we have also seen how recent
synchronization models incorporate a role for top-
down influence of internal representations, that may
include culturally specific representations of aspects of
musical structure. However, although we cannot rule it
out on the basis of our analysis, we have seen no evi-
dence that these factors are cultural choices (e.g., in the
sense that group A plays more precisely because they
value the feeling of being tightly synchronized more
than group B). We may hypothesize that for a given
musical structure, taking into account the type of
sounds produced, the complexity of their interrelation-
ship, speed of performance etc, a performance ceiling
exists for precision of synchronization: for example,
event onset perception is limited by the shape of enve-
lope onsets and it is impossible to be more precise than
this variability allows. Then we might ask, what scope is
there for groups to deliberately vary the precision of
synchronization? Must each individual perform at their
optimal level, or can they play more ‘‘loosely’’ for aes-
thetic reasons? We have not collected evidence that
could answer this question. If there exists a musical
genre in which performers consistently perform subop-
timally in terms of synchronization precision by choice,
it would be necessary to ask them to record the same
music with greater precision in order to demonstrate
this. Anecdotally, musicians in many different traditions
are aware of the possibility of playing more mechani-
cally or more regularly than they in fact choose to do.
Are they similarly able to turn synchronization preci-
sion up and down? That is less certain.

We are clearly observing a common phenomenon
(SMS) that employs a very similar cognitive and motor
architecture cross-culturally, albeit one that can be
modified by learning. The common tendency to move
in a more coordinated fashion at structural boundaries
may be a side-effect of musicians paying each other
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greater attention at these points, just as experimental
research has found individual movements become more
coordinated in the presence of visual attention (Kawase,
2014). At the same time, all of these same factors do
evidence significant cultural variability. Musical groups
may be more or less tightly synchronized than others:
this is linked to physical factors, but people can make
choices as to what instruments to play and at what
speeds. Cultural factors influencing IME, in this sense,
must include choice of instrumental sounds and artic-
ulation, speed of playing, complexity of musical texture
and musical transitions, and group leadership and hier-
archy. We may all share a tendency to move together
when coordinating activity, but some genres such as
NIR clearly make this an explicit part of the perfor-
mance practice by increasing mutual attention and eye
contact at specific moments (this is both recognized by
performers and observed empirically; Clayton & Leante,
2015; Moran, 2013), while this is less obviously the case
in some other musical cultures and styles. Considerable
variety is therefore built on shared processes.

Perhaps the most significant observation to come out
of this analysis is not the quantitative findings, but our
reflection on the process of exploring synchronization.
In order to understand how precisely musicians syn-
chronize we need to specify the metrical structure that
they all relate to. In some cases, such as NIR, assigning
event onsets to metrical positions is a time-consuming
and often subjective task that is not possible without
making informed decisions as to what kind of pattern
a musician is intending to play. The same process in MJ
music may be less subjective, but here we have to build
into the model the fact that in some pieces subdivision
IOIs are non-isochronous. In both of these contrasting
examples, in order to understand how musicians syn-
chronize we have to build into our model an aspect of
their shared knowledge, whether the peculiarity of
a metrical structure or experience of the kinds of rhyth-
mic variations musicians are likely to play in a given
musical style. If this knowledge is essential in order to
measure synchronization, we also propose that it is nec-
essary for the musicians in order to synchronize effec-
tively. This dependency of synchronization—let alone
coordination of structural transitions—on detailed cul-
turally shared knowledge needs to be incorporated in
our model of IME.

Modeling IME

We concluded our review section by proposing that
while existing models offer a great deal to studies of
IME, a more comprehensive picture should be possible

by combining different levels of explanation to include
both a neurophysiological mechanism for synchroniza-
tion, a broader understanding of the different compo-
nents of IME, and a model of the relationships between
entrainment, social, and cultural factors. Further, we
have suggested the need to consider a wider variety of
the musical factors that allow individuals to coordinate
and anticipate the progress of musical performances.
The latter, we suggested, should include more explicit
acknowledgement of culturally shared knowledge repre-
sentations, which would allow the larger model to
address the ways in which IME is culturally mediated
as well as socially effective.

The analyses in the third section of this paper (Mea-
suring Entrainment in Musical Ensembles), while exem-
plifying only two of many possible approaches, helped
to establish the principle that IME can be analyzed at
different levels in the same example, using both discrete
and continuous data, and that these analyses can be
compared cross-culturally. They help to demonstrate
the fact that IME is dependent on culturally specific and
shared knowledge at different levels, from internalizing
timing patterns and hierarchies up to anticipating the
kinds of rhythmic variation that are likely to occur in
a given style. The analytical results demonstrate that
while similar mechanisms can be observed in action
in highly contrasting examples, many of the choices that
people make, from the size of groups and the choice of
instruments to the assignment of leadership roles, have
a quantifiable effect on IME. What these analyses also
show is that to a significant extent cultural variability is
not simply—or even necessarily at all—a question of
aesthetic choice, but may be determined by the behavior
of the underlying systems: for example, if cultures who
use drum ensembles rather than bowed lute ensembles
(e.g., string quartets) are more precisely synchronized,
this difference may be explainable in terms of the acous-
tic properties of the sounds produced. (This does not
imply a neurological difference between cultures but
may reflect the influence of different acoustic signals
on a common system.) This is cultural in the sense that
the choice of instrument type is down a particular group
of people passing instrument designs and playing tech-
niques down the generations; it nonetheless depends on
cognitive and motor systems operating in ways that may
be less culturally variable. Bearing all of this in mind, in
the following section we present an expanded model of
IME.

AN IME MODEL

Figure 14 illustrates complementary aspects of the
conceptual model we propose of interpersonal musical
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entrainment (IME). This model focuses on the act of
performance; individuals who can listen and entrain to
the music but not influence it in any way (e.g., audi-
ence members) are not represented here, and it is not
intended as a model of a listener responding to

recorded music (for approaches that encompass these
scenarios, see Leman, 2007, 2016; Trost et al., 2017). It
assumes current understanding of the neurophysiolog-
ical processes involved in musical entrainment while
adding both a clear role for longer-term processes and

FIG. 14. Model of Interpersonal Musical Entrainment that accounts for synchronization at short timescales and coordination at longer timescales. The

lower pane illustrates the synchronization part of the model (boxes A-D), while the upper pane depicts elements related to shared representations of

musical structure (C-F), social coordination (G & H), and social role and hierarchy (I & J).
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structures and consideration of which aspects of IME
may be culturally determined, and which may be influ-
enced by or have an effect on social interaction. The
synchronization part of the model is illustrated in brown
boxes (A-D, lower pane); the points of change illustrated
in Box F fall under ‘‘coordination,’’ with Box E (metrical
and phrase structure) relating to both components,
extending the synchronized short-term patterns to cover
longer time-spans. Some key factors of social coordina-
tion (purple, Boxes G and H) and social role and hier-
archy (blue, Boxes I and J) are also illustrated.

Short-term Psychological Factors: Synchronization.
The lower panel (boxes A-D) illustrates the short-term
processes involved in SMS. The synchronization process
is understood here to be founded on the embodied
structures and processes described in existing theories,
including both bottom-up and top-down processes. The
relationship between physical signal, temporal percepts
(including meter), internal representation of the music’s
short-term structure and planning and motor control is
drawn schematically in the figure’s four main boxes.
Physical signals (box A)—auditory and in other modal-
ities—can give rise to a perception of temporal struc-
ture, such as meter (bottom-up processing), but this
percept (box B) can also be influenced by existing repre-
sentations of the music’s short-term structure (box C,
top-down processing). The structural representation is
also updated on the basis of what is perceived. Referring
to the represented structure the individual musician can
anticipate motor actions, which are planned in such
a way that the resulting sounds align temporally with
those predicted for the rest of the group (box D); in fact,
it is the combined physical signals produced by all par-
ticipants that inform perception (although a musician
may be more influenced by some parts than others).
The basic synchronization process described as ‘‘adap-
tation’’ in the ADAM model may be regarded as a loop
between boxes A and B; influence from box C adds the
‘‘anticipation’’ part of that model. Most entrainment
models effectively include boxes A, B, and D in some
way—acoustic signals, their perception and motor pro-
duction; models including a top-down element such as
ADAM, rich BPS, and other dynamic models including
Active Sensing, include all four of these elements.

The physical signals comprise the only evidence avail-
able to the musicians that they are coordinating appro-
priately, allowing them to judge prediction errors and
adjust. Participants may infer from this that they all
share the same representations and perceptions of the
music (although in fact their internal representations
may not need to be identical in order for them to be
entrained appropriately).

What is clear from this part of our model, and the
previous models on which it draws, is that low-level
processes such as error correction and neural resonance
interact with higher-level processes involving the repre-
sentation of musical structures and the planning of
performance. What needs to be investigated is how
higher-level processes interact with the low-level neural
processing; and also, how these representations are
learned and shared within communities (their cultural
dimension). Both the acquisition of such representations
in development and music training, and their historical
development, are important topics related to IME.

Our synchronization analyses in the section Interper-
sonal Synchronization in Music Ensembles: Onset-based
Comparative Analysis explored IME by measuring the
timing of auditory events in relation to a known metri-
cal structure. This analysis showed that precision tends
to increase with higher event density and be higher for
percussion instruments than for melodic instruments
(perhaps because of their shorter sound envelopes). The
fact that these patterns are observed across different
corpora may suggest that these factors arise from con-
straints at the neurophysiological level without signifi-
cant input from culturally shared knowledge
representations: more temporally dense input with
clearly defined onset times leads to more precise syn-
chronization. If this proves to be the case, these factors
can be regarded as aspects of bottom-up processing. We
did not observe this relationship with drum pairs, how-
ever: more work needs to be done on the interaction
between acoustic envelope and event density in order to
explain this finding. Another limitation of the analysis
in the section Interpersonal Synchronization in Music
Ensembles: Onset-based Comparative Analysis is that the
possible differences between physical and perceptual
onsets are not taken into account. Whether the lower
precision of bowed instruments simply reflects a margin
of error in the perceptual estimation of onset times, or
other factors are involved, remains to be explored. For
instance, if the temporal difference between onset and
p-center for a given instrument is fairly constant (recent
estimates suggest that differences are generally less
than 40 ms with variability rarely over SD *20 ms, see
Danielsen et al., 2019; London et al., 2019), then a fixed
asynchrony difference when comparing slow-onset and
fast-onset instruments would be expected, with the slow-
onset instrument perceived to sound relatively late.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS: SYNCHRONIZATION

AND COORDINATION

Another aspect of variability in the synchronization
analysis concerns mean relative position—in other
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terms, phase differences between the different musicians’
parts. Although the picture is complicated, in many cases
where the musical structure involves a clear leader, such
as a melodic soloist accompanied by a percussion part,
the ‘‘lead’’ part tends to play ahead in time. (This was
also observed with the ‘‘lead’’ drum in the MJ corpus,
and Clayton et al. (2019) have shown a similar result in
terms of the switch in mean relative position in some of
the Indian performances as the lead moves between
melody part and tabla). This is one way in which socio-
musical factors are represented in our model: if an indi-
vidual performs a leadership role, which may be
inherent in a particular part of the musical texture, this
may affect the synchronization by driving a (usually
small) phase difference between individual parts (see
Varni et al., 2010). This factor is represented in the upper
part of Figure 14, which illustrates processes taking place
over longer time spans than SMS: it focuses on social
and cultural aspects of IME, that tend to be left out of
existing entrainment models.

Level 1 focuses on shared representations of struc-
ture. Internal representations of short-term (e.g., met-
rical) structure guide top-down perception (Box C);
such representations are learned in the context of
social interactions and culturally shared. Longer-term
temporal structures are also learned and represented
(E). This may include long metrical cycles (such as
many Indian talas), or groups of short metrical cycles
(such as 4- or 8-cycle patterns), which extend the pat-
terns that can be inferred in a bottom-up process. If the
music contains points of change (F), for example of
texture, meter, or tempo, these must be coordinated
between the group; this process may include socially
agreed cues or reference to an external representation
such as a score, or may be influenced by other factors
such as audience response.

‘‘Social coordination’’ (Level 2) represents ways in
which the coordination between individuals is reflected
in a performance. For example, a regular meter or groove
may be accompanied by continuous coordinated move-
ment such as swaying or foot-tapping (G). Points of
change may be accompanied by greater mutual attention
(H) and an increase in coordinated movement, as shown
in the section Interpersonal Coordination in Music
Ensembles: Continuous Data From Ancillary Movements,
and may also be signaled by single cueing gestures.

Level 3, ‘‘Social role and hierarchy’’ represents ways in
which the distinctions of role or the hierarchy between
individuals may be reflected in IME. For example, (I) if
one musician plays ahead of the others to make their
part stand out, this results in a mean phase difference
between the parts. An individual may also take on the

role of deciding when a transition should be effected
and/or how (J). All of these factors may be regarded
as cultural to the extent that they are shared between
a specific group of people, however defined; they are
social to the extent that they are activated in the course
of interaction between individuals, especially if they are
shaped by or contributing to social distinctions or social
affiliations. Areas represented in this part of the model
also explicitly point up to higher-level social and ritual
effects of IME, drawing on Collins’ Interaction Ritual
Chains model. Areas represented in this part of the
diagram are as follows:

Gross body movements and visual information
become more salient at longer time spans (to the right),
while acoustic information offers greater precision in
note-to-note synchronization. Coordination clearly
often involves, however, in addition to coordinated
movement, the exchange of symbolic information (audi-
tory and visual cues, i.e., aspects of the physical signals
with culturally agreed meanings). We have hypothesized
that coordinated body movement is linked to increased
mutual visual attention, which can occur both deliber-
ately and without any conscious intention. The tendency
to focus more attention on co-performers at points of
transition seems to be common across cultures, although
since the nature of musical structures and the transitions
they involve differ greatly, the frequency and dynamics
of these moments may still differ cross-culturally. We
also noted, however, many contrasts between the expres-
sion of this tendency between genres. This part of the
model also tentatively links the social dimensions of
IME, via attention, to the ‘‘ritual outcomes’’ suggested
by Collins’ Interaction Ritual Chains model, which also
involves the mediation of affective responses. More work
is required to flesh out the interconnections between
these phenomena, however.

IME AND CULTURALLY SHARED KNOWLEDGE

These discussions suggest that culturally shared knowl-
edge, learned through exposure to and training in spe-
cific kinds of music, may be influential in IME at several
levels:

• In modeling the relationship between acoustic
information and metrical structure (e.g., under-
standing that a bass drum sound will emphasize
beat 1 in much Western popular music).

• In modeling specific temporal structures (e.g., if
a pattern of one longer and two shorter beats is to
be recognized, an internal representation of this
pattern, or at least a general representation of non-
isochronous beat durations, is necessary).
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• In extending metrical structures to create patterns
over longer time spans.

• In the progression of performances, including
choices that may be made, who may make them
and how they may be signaled.

• In the management of transitions, including how
changes of meter, tempo, or texture are affected.

• In understanding the relationship of internal musi-
cal processes to the wider context (e.g., that certain
kinds of music should inspire listeners to dance, to
cry, or to sit silently, and that there are appropriate
musical responses to these eventualities).

It is not possible at this point to specify exactly how
many or which mechanisms are involved in IME. Spec-
ifying how and where this knowledge is encoded is also
beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless it is clear
that all of this musical knowledge cannot be reduced to
a single form of learning or representation: these
mechanisms cover a wide range of timescales, and they
differ in the extent to which the individual learns them
explicitly or implicitly, or whether one is conscious that
they are being affirmed or contradicted. Picking up the
beat in a piece of music can be so fast and instinctive
that one does not realize that a specific piece of knowl-
edge, a representation acquired through learning, is
being deployed; on the other hand, if a musician
becomes irritated that a co-performer is trying to lead
a transition that she considers inappropriate to the style
or occasion, that musician is much more likely to be
aware that expert knowledge is being deployed and that
she has a choice as to how to respond to the violation of
expectations.

The last item on our list involves knowledge of the
relationships between the performance and the wider
context that affords it meaning. In discussing this we
return to Collins’ interaction ritual chains theory to
broaden the discussion of the sociocultural significance
of IME (Figure 1). Collins’ ‘‘ritual ingredients’’ include
group assembly (the co-presence of performers that
allows them to mutually entrain); barriers to outsiders
(which may be related to the cultural specificity of
knowledge, or to a refusal to entrain with outgroups as
in Lucas et al. 2011); and a mutual focus of attention (the
activities of making music, associated activities such as
dance and other ritual actions) which is linked to shared
mood (entrainment has been linked to affective entrain-
ment, see section Prosocial Behavior & Affect). Accord-
ing to Collins these elements help to generate
Durkheim’s collective effervescence, an overflowing of
positive affect that motivates the repetition of ritual and
generates, amongst other things, group solidarity.

Some aspects of Collins’ model help in understanding
IME: for example, the longitudinal perspective, whether
considered over evolutionary or developmental time, as
patterns of entrainment are repeated. Collins suggests
a fundamental role for affect in IME’s affordance of
social effects: this is an idea that has been considered
in psychology too and deserves to be explored further,
as does Launay et al.’s (2016) observation of the link
between IME and the release of specific neurohor-
mones. There nonetheless remain aspects that need to
be clarified if affect is to be properly integrated into our
musical model. In Collins’ diagram, the different ‘‘ingre-
dients’’ are combined to generate collective efferves-
cence, but how do the different elements function? Is
mutual attention between participants more or less
important than joint attention to an agreed goal? How
important is the recognition of an out-group? How does
entrainment generate emotion or affect, and how does
Collins’ feedback loop in which entrainment reinforces
a ‘‘transient emotional stimulus’’ function? Some of the
implications of Collins’ model remain to be tested.

Do patterns of IME reflect patterns of social organ-
ization? The ‘‘ingredients’’ combine to generate the out-
comes, from group solidarity to symbols of social
relationship and standards of morality, but Collins’
model does not offer a specific mechanism by which
particular ways in which groups assemble and share
attention lead to particular kinds of solidarity or stan-
dards of morality. Partly this is down to a simple omis-
sion of a higher-level feedback loop: groups assemble
and interact having already established some form of
group solidarity and identity (for example, attending
a ritual of a specific religious group or a musical event
featuring a known artist)—consistent with Collins’s per-
spective but omitted from the diagram—so any such
relationship would have to emerge through the opera-
tion of this feedback loop over an extended time period.
To what extent the specifics of his ‘‘ritual outcomes’’
really emerge from the entrainment process, and how
significant this is in relation to the many other forces
influencing social institutions and practices, is impossi-
ble to quantify. The question of leadership, buried in
Collins’ ‘‘group assembly’’ category but addressed in the
Goffmanian aspect of his model, is instructive here.
Leadership is often an important aspect of group inter-
action that, as we have seen, influences IME. Yet lead-
ership is itself complex. Even clearly defined ‘‘leaders’’
can be contested: a drummer may resist the instruction
to speed up in a way he objects to, for example. In this
way, we would expect IME not simply to embody
a notional group hierarchy, but to reflect micro-social
issues around leadership and its contestation. In this
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way, the dynamics of a musical ensemble need not pas-
sively reflect a given social structure but may embody
also the tensions inherent in that structure.

Another way that the processes embodied in our
model may impact socially is simply through the con-
vergence they expect of their participants and listeners.
A metrical structure, for instance, allows musicians to
coordinate and also provides a temporal structure to
which listeners may entrain (and perhaps move). The
shared expectation that a dance tune will be repeated
a certain number of times is useful, even essential, in
coordinating some kinds of social dance: the musical
structure built, we suggest, on top of a neurophysiological
mechanism, this facilitates a broader form of joint action
(see review section Background and Operational Defini-
tions) and therefore has a social utility. As Dueck (2013)
points out, however, music’s metrical structure recruits
hearers to interact in particular ways; examples of music
that appear to defy expectations of regular metrical
structure may sometimes be viewed as an embodiment
of resistance. Who is in charge, then, is a broader issue
than ‘‘which individual is the leader?’’ but implies a wider
issue of how groups of people coordinate their actions in
pursuit of a shared goal, who controls that process and
how this control may be resisted.

We have seen an increasing body of literature addres-
sing the group-bonding and prosocial behavior benefits
of IME (see review sections Background and Operational
Definitions and Social and Cultural Dimensions of Musi-
cal Entrainment). We suggest here that these effects may
be just one set of symptoms of a much bigger issue
around social temporal coordination: the mutual
entrainment evident in group music-making is surely
felt to be felicitous in many, perhaps most of its mani-
festations, and its effects on people’s perceptions of each
other can be measured experimentally. And yet, it is
equally true that many musical performances involve
a delicate balance between group bonding and individual
expression, as individuals find ways to bind together in
pursuit of shared goals while asserting their own agency
within the group (Keller, Novembre, & Loehr 2016). The
kind of group ritual experiences described by Durkheim
as ‘‘collective effervescence’’ may involve a temporary
loss of this self-consciousness and awareness of social
distinction (i.e., communitas), but this is far from being
the way that all music is experienced. It may also be, as
Mogan et al. (2017) suggest, that this ‘‘effervescent’’
mechanism becomes more salient when large group
sizes are involved. This, in turn, would suggest that more
attention be given to the sort of large group interactions
that take place both in large ensembles (orchestras,
choirs), but also between audience members.

PROSPECTS FOR RESEARCH IN IME

Different aspects of the IME model presented here high-
light the need for further research into IME at a number
of different levels. The following suggestions all refer
back to the proposals in this paper, and are not intended
to be exhaustive.

• Neural. While we have not sought to advance
current models of neural entrainment, our syn-
chronization analysis suggests possible future
research, including on the effect of different
aspects of the auditory signal (e.g., envelope
shape) on neural resonance or error-correction,
and interaction between envelope shape and
event density.

• Learning. How are temporal hierarchies and pat-
terns that moderate IME learned? Via statistical
learning or induced by multiple levels of period-
icity? Can we follow the learning process and track
its effects on synchronization dynamics? Can
large-scale processes and structures be designed
for experimental processes as a way of testing
learning? What kinds of patterns are easy/difficult
for different populations to learn? Is there a critical
period (e.g., in early childhood) during which it is
easiest to learn metrical/rhythmic patterns?

• Autonomic functions. What is the impact of IME
on functions including respiratory and cardiac
rhythms?

• Perceptual factors. How are different aspects of
IME perceived by listeners? Do cultural differ-
ences impact the ability to discriminate different
aspects of IME, and are differences in preferences
for different patterns of IME related to cultural
difference and shared knowledge? Are these dis-
tinctions linked to aesthetic appreciation (via
affect? via vestibular activity?)

• Sociomusical dynamics, including the exercise
of leadership, differentiation, definition of out-
groups, etc. Can these processes be better
understood by bringing together observation,
feedback from performers, and empirical anal-
ysis of performance?

• Affective. What is the significance of affect in
motivating IME and its social effects, and the per-
ceptual and physiological correlates of IME-
related affect? To what extent is the sharing of
positive affect a function of group size?

• Individual differences. How do less-skilled or
less-experienced individuals perform, and
what are the effect of personality traits on IME
processes?
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• Leadership. How does this relate to (a) perceptions
of which part is most important or prominent,
(b) perceptions of which individual has the most
authority?

• Information and coupling. Can the role of differ-
ent modalities be better understood through
experimental intervention in musical perfor-
mance, for example by restricting mutual infor-
mation (e.g., poor visibility, poor audibility)?

• Coordination constraints, including movement
constraints (body size, instrument mobility, etc.).
What effect do coordination errors, as opposed to
synchronization errors, have on synchronization,
or on musical experience?

• Interaction between SMS and coordination
mechanisms. To what extent can each mechanism
impact the other?

This amounts to a considerable variety of research
approaches, involving different data types and different
analytical approaches. In many of these areas, moreover,
what is required is the coordination of input from dif-
ferent disciplinary positions: topics such as explicit rep-
resentation of temporal structures and performance
processes, or the rich topic of leadership, require eth-
nographic and observational methods as well as empir-
ical analysis of timing or physiological and brain
imaging approaches. IME research cannot reach its
potential if people’s motivations, values and knowledge
are not considered alongside the functioning of their
neuron populations, or if musical knowledge, however
learned and however articulated (or not) is treated as
a minor detail.

CONCLUSIONS

We have explored some key elements of current under-
standing of IME, including models of different aspects
of this rich and multi-layered phenomenon from the
neurological to the sociological, from Neural reso-
nance theory, ADAM, and rich BPS through to Inter-
action ritual chains. We have highlighted the need to
include representations of diverse culturally shared
knowledge alongside other, less culturally mediated
neural processes; for consideration of different time-
scales, their different modalities and mechanisms and
the relationships between them, and advocated cross-
cultural comparative analysis as an essential part of the
process of developing such a conceptual model. We
therefore drew a distinction between synchronization
and coordination and their different functions and
timescales, and presented examples of comparative
analysis drawing on a diverse and richly annotated set

of corpora from India, Mali, Uruguay, Cuba, Tunisia,
the UK, and Germany. These analyses also allowed us
to demonstrate some of the contrasts between analysis
of discrete and continuous data, and between audio
and video data. Our synchronization analysis (section
Interpersonal Synchronization in Music Ensembles:
Onset-based Comparative Analysis) highlighted acous-
tic factors which impact on IME, as well as the impor-
tance of culturally shared knowledge in establishing
a framework within which synchronization can be
conceptualized, performed, and measured. Our coor-
dination analysis (section Interpersonal Coordination
in Music Ensembles: Continuous Data From Ancillary
Movements) pointed to the fact that, for all their
extraordinary diversity, very different genres seem to
show a tendency for movements to become more coor-
dinated at structural boundaries in the music, albeit to
varying degrees that appear to relate to the style, pair-
ing, and performer/instrument implicated.

Building on these analytical findings and the earlier
theoretical discussion, in this final section we have
presented a new model of IME. This model builds
explicitly on several earlier models, while integrating
a greater role for culturally shared knowledge and
learning. Aspects of the latter, which can give rise to
cultural variability, are highlighted at the same time as
common neurophysiological mechanisms are
acknowledged. The role of affective entrainment in
potentially mediating the social effects of IME is
included, tentatively placing this factor with the social
aspects of IM. This perspective is expanded with ref-
erence to Collins’ Interaction ritual chains theory,
which alongside the importance of affect also builds
in an appreciation of the longitudinal aspect of IME,
encompassing not just repetition and learning but also
the affective motivation for that repetition. Finally, we
have outlined a handful of areas that the development
of this model suggests as important areas for future
research. Some of these strands of research are already
in progress. Some are not so well developed, especially
those concerning longer timescales, the integration of
cognitive and social perspectives, or the role of knowl-
edge representations in entrainment. The theoretical
discussion and empirical results presented in this
paper are intended to address the disjunction between
different perspectives on IME, and to contribute to
better understanding of the relationships between neu-
rophysiological processes underpinning entrainment,
its psychological importance for the individual, and its
sociological significance, as well as to enhance under-
standing the diverse ways in which IME manifests in
different musical cultures.
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